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Omni-Copyright Statement. This text is a partially self-exemplifying exposition of, & a record of an ongoing self-critique of, the ideas advanced herein. The ‘ideosystem’ behind it is a ‘‘‘meta-dynamical’’’ / ‘‘‘meta-evolving’’’ conceptual object. The time sequence of changes in the form / content of this text is predicted to be
both an illustration and an instantiation of the ‘meta-model’ of ‘[ideo-]ontological meta-dynamics’ that this text explores, as well as of the ‘homeomorphic defect’ of
that ‘meta-model’. We expect that successive editions of this document will document an ‘ideo-onto-dynamasis’ rather than an ‘ideo-onto-stasis’, a ‘meta-evolving
ideo-ontology’; a ‘multi-meta-ontic, multi-meta-monadic ideo-cumulum’; an expanding, and ever ‘‘‘thickening’’', increasingly ‘inter- & intra-connected’, ‘‘‘interacted’’’ network of ‘inter-implicatory’, ‘inter-determinate’, ‘inter-generative’ ideas, elaborated upon a mounting count of ‘metafinite’, ‘meta-fractal’ scales, all
exemplifying a “non-standard”, ‘contra-Boolean logic’; the ontologically dynamical logic of the dialectical “law” of cognition signified by the ‘ideo-ontological’,
“pure-qualitative”, NQ-algebraic inequation -- x2
x.
This work is a potential contribution to the collective creative property of the Terran human species: assimilate, disseminate, critique, and surpass at will. The author
seeks hereby to further neither his monetary riches, nor his public power, nor his personal fame. What he wants, money cannot buy. He hopes, with your help, to build a
better self, and to help to do his ‘“infinitesimal”’ part in building a better universe [‘“infinitesimal”’ differences can matter, as nonlinear dynamics demonstrates]. More
monetary wealth will not buy that betterment. More political power cannot impose it. More fame would mainly distract from it. He hopes that you have chosen, or will
choose, to build a better you. He holds that this choice entails the profoundest consequences for one's life, as well as for the lives of others. He also holds that such
choices belong to you alone. He wishes to share, with you, the forthcoming conceptual riches. He will rejoice, and he will be compensated, if you teach him in turn,
help him to correct his errors, and thus advance the common-wealth of all beyond this offering. He also requests your forgiveness in the areas of his many
shortcomings, some of which, though determined to strive ceaselessly to overcome them, he will never, in a lifetime, overcome. The author, is not publicly accessible,
but will endeavor to provide private transmittals to you if you indicate publicly, however cryptically -- and he recommends that it be cryptically -- your desire that he
should do so. He wants not that his existence, let alone his ego, should be an impediment to that great reverberating propagation of new cognitions, and of emerging
new kinds of cognition, of which this text is, at best, an incomplete, imperfect, transitory, and transitional manifestation. He therefore happily foregoes personal credit,
except, of course, to his pseudonym, and, by thus renouncing in advance the [remote] possibility of any notoriety resulting thereby, hopes also to retain more lifetime
for the continuation of his work. Dialectical ideography as set forth herein is interpreted variously as -0) a dialectical-ideographic language; dialectical mathematics; or mathematics of dialectic, for mathematical «mimesis»/‘memesis’ of the ‘meta-monadic’
(0
«aufheben» ‘‘‘dialectic of Nature’’’ as Totality;
(1
1) a calculus of ‘qualo-quantitative change’, encompassing an explicit, ideographical arithmetic for the dimensional unit[ie]s or metrical “monads” of classical
“dimensional analysis”, and, thereby, ‘semantifying’ the “meaningless” singularities [zero-division-induced, finite-time “infinite” values] of especially the
“unsolvable” [in part, because of those very singularities] nonlinear integrodifferential equations and their solution-functions, via their metrical ‘re-qualification’ using
those new, explicit ‘metrical qualifiers’ of this ‘dimensional arithmetic’, concretizing and operationalizing Plato’s «arithmoi monadikoi» & Diophantus’s ;
(2
2)an alternative, onto-logical, contra-Boolean algebra;
(3
3) an ideographic, ‘onto-dynamical’ “symbolic logic” for the state-space/control-parameter-space, or ‘state/control meta-space’ ‘‘‘meta-dynamics’’’ of ‘meta-finite’,
[self-]conversion-singularity ‘self-bifurcation’;
(4
4) a mathematics for modeling the history of mathematical ideas as well as a [psycho]historical algebra and arithmetic for modeling the ‘‘‘meta-evolution’’’ of the
sciences generally; an ideography for the [psycho]history of ideas; an ideography of the ‘‘‘meta-dynamical’’’ logic of conceptual self-innovation and self-development;
a ‘philosophical algebra’/trans-Leibnizian, dialectical «characteristica universalis»; an arithmetic/algebra of innovative conception; of the creative conceptual process;
(5
5) a rules-system for an ideographical language of qualitative, ontological self-escalation in concretely self-transcending [meta-][supern-]systems;
(6
6) a generic algorithm for the ‘meta’ operation regress; for a trans-Hegelian, ‘autopoiesic’ version of the «aufheben» operation; and for a “dynamical”, ‘temporalized’,
diachronic, ‘‘‘meta-evolutionary’’’ version of the Russellian/Gödelian “logical types hierarchy”;
7) a model for a ‘meta-fractal’, ‘contra-Cantorian’ theory of totalities, of ‘meta-finite’ arithmetics, and of the “foundations” of mathematics;
(7
(8
8) an arithmetic, algebra, geometry, & analysis built upon certain “n
non-standard natural numbers”, i.e., upon the ‘Gödelian meta-natural meta-numbers’, a space
of non-Musean “hypernumbers” ‘of 2nd degree’, ‘made up out of’ “standard”, ‘1
1st degree’ “natural numbers”, ‘instancing’ those “n
non-standard models of 1st order
Peano arithmetic” implied by the 1st-order conjunction of Gödel’s completeness & incompleteness theorems, as by the Löwenheim-Skolem theorem, yielding thereby
an ‘ontologically dynamical’, ‘de-Parmenideanized’, ‘de-idealisticized’ actualization of Plato's “arithmetic of dialectics”, his ‘‘‘assemblages of ιδεα
ιδεα−«monads» or of
«ειδε»-units’’’ -- his «arithmoi ειδεtikoi».
This treatise, in addition to that of ‘ideogramic’, ‘pictogramic’, and ‘phonogramic’ symbolization, draws also upon the power of neo-mythological, allegorical, and
mythopoeic — that is, of ‘‘‘psychohistorical’’’ — symbolization to aid in the conveyance of its most urgent messages. Thus, everything about the Foundation is
symbolic. Not just the Ideographies. Everything. The author leaves it to the reader to decide what about the Foundation is ‘‘‘meta-fiction’’’, versus what is real, as a
test of the reader’s discernment. Dialectical ideography is, he believes, a humble but potent seed. As with the several non-Euclidean geometries that arose from the
failed attempts to prove the absoluteness of Euclid’s geometry, these non-Parmenidean, ‘contra-Boolean’, and ‘contra-Cantorian’, ‘‘‘onto-logical’’’ and ‘ontodynamical arithmetics’ and their algebras of dialectics may bear fruit for humanity only if germinated through the intra- and inter-personal dialogue, and dialectic, of
assimilation, critique, refutation, and supercession. The taking to heart of the ideas “graphed”, ‘pictographically’, ‘ideographically’, and narratively
[‘phonogramically’], herein, can produce profound transformation in the very identity of the person so taking. Panic in response to perception of the early signs of such
transformation by other perceivers of such transformation may elicit, from some of those perceivers, a violent reaction. In particular, the intimations, herein, of the
‘meta-human’ -- ∆h -- implications of the ‘cumulum’ of human[oid] [meta-]evolution is profoundly disturbing to some. The author therefore lodges this all-persons
Omni-Copyright statement as containing also a countervailing caveat: he recommends that you disseminate the ideas of this document, &/or related ideas of your own
discovery, with careful judgment. Give the friends of humanity a head start vis-à-vis their adversaries. The systems, of dialectical ideography glossed herein continue
to evolve & to ‘‘‘m
meta-evolve’’’ rapidly in our research. They burgeon beneath our feet. Dialectics should inculcate humility. “Perfection” is not a final ‘‘‘meta-state’’’
that can be finally manifested, but an open-ended, ‘uncompleteable’, asymptotic process, moving from greater to lesser imperfection. The author realizes that
conceptual ‘homeomorphic defect’ is inescapable for cognizing beings such as ourselves. Even at best, one must always be partly wrong. Even at best, one cannot be
finally, completely, & wholly right. One’s mental constructs cannot ever be the truth, the whole truth, & nothing but the truth. But one may be right enough for one's
time, for one's moment, for one's role, & for one’s part; right enough to help one’s contemporaries to live through, & beyond, one’s time, that they thus, potentially,
might enjoy the privilege, the pain notwithstanding, of a vital [‘life-ful’] & willing participation in the succeeding epoch of imperfection.
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The work, of universal labor, that has been/is being conducted by Foundation Encyclopedia Dialectica
[F.E.D. for short] is, from my personal point of view, the fruition of a nearly lifelong quest that began, for me,
consciously, some 50 years ago, in 1959, with what I now term a ‘life-script dream’.
By a ‘life-script dream’, I mean a dream, occurring on the verge of adolescence, that synthesizes and distills
one’s life-experiences up to that time, into a symbolically-expressed life-direction and life-purpose -- an
“unusually-vivid” dream, so much so that the dream, after its first occurrence, is never thereafter forgotten.
That dream has been summarized, elsewhere, as follows --
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What I “saw”, in that late-childhood dream, set me, ever since, on what has become an ever-after-life-long quest
for an ‘ultra-compact’ and unified expression of the advancing totality of human knowledge/experience, both a
method of knowledge-presentation, and of new knowledge-discovery; a quest for an ‘Equation of Everything’,
for a unitary, ultra-enriched, ultra-condensed, but also a ‘‘‘seed’’’ symbols-formation, a mnemonically ‘regrowable’, algorithmic, algebraic description of the total humans-known history of our cosmos, i.e., of what I at
first called “Universal Evolution”, but later came to call ‘“T
The Dialectic [note: singular, not plural] of Nature’’’.
For many years after 1959, I kept that dream, and my quest in response to that “unusually vivid dream”, to
myself, for the most part, confiding about them only to my closest friends. I did so mostly because the hopes
for the success of my quest seemed to me to be so slim. But the passion of that quest was, after that dream, ever
the flaming heart of life for me.
Until April of 1996, the big clues that aperiodically punctuated my search, even though each one was thrilling
beyond precedent in my experience up to its occurrence, were also “few and far between”.
The biggest of these successively mounting clues came, first, from, my junior high school, “cold war”/Sputnikprecipitated BSCS [Biological Sciences Curriculum Study] biology textbook, on the “levels of organization” in Nature,
then from Nagel’s and Newman’s small but rich book Gödel’s Proof, from Chardin’s book «The Human
Phenomenon» and from Bergson’s book Creative Evolution, in the early 1960s, and, most importantly of all,
from Marx and Engels, by way of their The Communist Manifesto, and by way of Marx’s magisterial Preface
to his «Zur Kritik...», and by way of his “Economic-Philosophic Manuscripts”, in the mid-to-late 1960s.
Earlier, I had also read some science fiction, and the science fiction writing that etched the most profound and
heartfelt impression in me was that of Asimov’s Foundation Trilogy [at that time, it was not yet the ‘heptalogy’
that it later became]. In the Foundation novels, I encountered a principle, and an ethic, of all-humanity
solidarity and dedication -- and also of science-based, “psychohistory”-based predictive modeling of, and
scientific intervention on behalf of, the weal of the human species as a whole -- that I thereafter searched for
everywhere, but never found again, until I encountered it -- alas, in mystified form -- in the nonetheless also
persecuted evolutionary writings of Teilhard de Chardin, and in realistic and practical form, in the even more
ruling-class maligned and persecuted dialectic-science non-fiction writings of Karl Marx and Frederick Engels.
Still, it was not until April 7, 1996, that all of these -- incremental -- discoveries and clues coalesced, for me, in
a climactic, comprehensive convergence, one that equipped me with the new language, and the first of the new
systems of the mathematics of dialectics, by which the simplest version of a ‘Dialectical Equation of
Everything’, like that of my dream, could at last be written down, and by which the key new, universal
principles, which make that symbolic expression meaningful, became clear to me in their inextricable
interconnectedness.
Since 1999, I have been communicating elements of those 1996+ discoveries, by mail, to selected authors
whose published writings conduce to related revelations.
Since 2004, we have been disseminating these new ideas, internationally, by means of free-of-charge internet
PDF files, etc., and via two published books, in 2010 and 2012, respectively, and with more in the offing.
Since 2012, the websites, blogs, and internet forum threads which address these ideas have exhibited a
signature, in their user statistics, of recurring, mounting, exponential surges, with increasing frequency, and
with increasing amplitude, of global viewership, of ‘‘‘visitorship’’’, of file down-loadings, etc.
The book published in 2010 constitutes the first book-format introductory volume of the planned multi-volume
treatise on these discoveries, more of whose volumes are in preparation, and advancing toward publication.
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In brief, what “came together” in my comprehension, in 1996, was a kind of dialectical [i.e., an «a
aufheben»operation-based] ‘o
ontological categories combinatorics’, crucially including what might be called a
‘cconsequential [i.e., a ‘ccontra-B
Boolean’] categorial self-ccombinatorics’ -- not just a ‘h
hetero-combinatorics’, or
an ‘a
allo-combinatorics’, of categorial variables, but also an ‘a
auto-combinatorics’ of categorial variables -- a
consequential form of nonlinearity for an ‘algebraical categorial logic’, in the form of an “intensional”
[connotational], “intuitional”, HEURISTIC, ‘d
dialectical «ccharacteristica universalis»’ [cf. Leibniz, circa 1666
dialectical universal character-llanguage’ [i.e., a ‘d
dialectical universal algebra’]. That is, what
C.E.], or ‘d
“came together” was an ideographical, algorithmic, algebraic, and non-Parmenidean version of Plato’s original
«a
arithmoi eidetikoi» dialectics -- of his “d
discrete assemblages” [«a
arithmoi»] of «a
asumbletoi» [‘u
un-addable’]
‘iidea-u
units’ [«eeidetikoi»], or of ‘‘‘n
numbers’’’ [«a
arithmoi»] of ‘ccategory-u
units’. Plato’s «a
arithmoi eidetikoi»
dialectics was, recall, the original, explicit, and ‘so-named’ version of Occidental dialectics [«d
dialektikê»].
What “came together” in 1996 was also a ‘ttrans-Platonian’ dialectical algorithm, in several ways, including by
adynamicity’, and the alienated-from-humanway of escaping the Parmenidean, “eternal” paralysis, the ‘a
experience reification and mystification, of Plato’s original «Ειδε» or «Ιδεα» vision.
Moreover, again, unlike Leibniz’s vision of his original «ccharacteristica», this actualized «ccharacteristica»
does not impose, or presuppose, any monolithic, single interpretation of “Truth”, but intrinsically leaves room
for alternative interpretations / ‘‘‘non-standard models’’’ / Gödel-independent premises.
In the algebraical symbolizations below, the overscore, ‘ ’, means that the category of the category-symbol
that it “crowns”, although constituted implicitly and connotatively by the multiplicity of the units of its kind, is
treated, arithmetically, as itself constituting a single, singular, unit.
The relation sign ‘

’ signifies the relationship of ‘‘‘qualitative inequality’’’, that holds between two, different

kind, categories, like the proverbial “a
apples versus oranges”; ‘

’, ‘

’, & ‘

’ signify opposition relations.

The underscore, ‘ ’, means that the ‘categorial qualifier [ ]’ symbol, or ‘meta-numeral’, e.g.,
contains this underscore, is ‘contra-Boolean’ in its multiplicative behavior, i.e., that
2

2

≠

, or , that

x

, and, indeed, that
2

, an ‘iinequation’ that constitutes a ‘‘‘sstrong contrary’’’, versus the ‘‘‘weak contrary’’’, x
2

2

x, to
2

what Boole held to be the ‘“Fundamental Equation of [‘form-al’] Thought”’, x = x, e.g., 1 = 1, & 0 = 0.
The sign ‘

’ signifies the dialectical [i.e., «a
aufheben»] negation operator/operation [as distinct from the

x

propositional negation operator/operation, and from its sign, ‘¬’], i.e., ‘‘‘d
determinate negation’’’, after the
manner or mode of such negation that is specific to category , hence the ‘ ’ subscripted ‘‘‘determination’’’
x

included in this sign. Indeed, the ‘n
negator’ most specific to a category,
x

itself, the ‘sself-n
negator’:

x

x

≡

x

x

x

, in this ideographical language, is

x

. The “n
negator” and the ‘n
negatee’ are one.

The rules of “purely”-qualitative calculation that make this new arithmetic/algebra “mime” the “meme” of
«d
dialektikê», can be conveyed, with relative simplicity, if we leave off of any entering into its detailed
arithmetical-algorithmic undergirding, and, instead, exposit only at the level of the algebra formed by them.
For some expositions of that undergirding, see -- http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Correspondence_files/Letter17-06JUN2009.pdf;
http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Dialectic_Ideography_files/6_Dialectics-Part1c-Briefing_OCR.pdf; and slides #s 88 - 90 in the viewer -http://www.adventures-in-dialectics.org/Adventures-In-Dialectics/Dialectical_Pictography/Dialectical_Pictography.htm.
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Aspects of that ‘o
ontological qualitative inequality’ relationship, signed by ‘
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The following images may serve as a more comprehensive introduction to the core standard ‘ideogramic’,
‘pictogramic’, and ‘phonogramic’ notations applied in Foundation Encyclopedia Dialectica texts --
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Now, consider some generic, algebraic category-symbols, or ‘categorial qualifiers’, of this dialectical categorial
algebra: X or
u

u

, Y or

X u

u

, & Z or
u

Y

u

, for universe-of-discourse u, as indicated by the [‘pre-script’]

Z

‘pre-subscript’ label, or ‘dialectical diacritical mark’, ‘ ’.
u

The core X, Y, and Z ‘script[-level]’ components, as in X, or the ‘[post-script] [post-]subscript’ components, as
u

in

u

X

, respectively, typically derive from the first letter of the name of the specific “kind of thing” category

for which the full symbol -- here, X or
u

O or f

f

u

, or Y or

X

u

u

, or Z or

Y

u

u

Z

-- stands, e.g., A or
f

f

, and

A

, for the “kind of thing” categories, or ‘‘‘ontological categories’’’, of “Apples” and “Oranges”,

O

respectively, in the universe[-of-discourse] of “ffruit”, i.e., in this case, u = f. That is, those components are
intended to function, for their users, as mnemonic, abbreviated, single-character ‘‘‘symbolic names’’’ for the
full names [e.g., single-word, or even single-phrase, names] of the categories that they are to represent.
To take some less prosaic examples: specific ‘‘‘ontological categories’’’ so-represented might include kinds of
past, pre-human ‘nature-formations’, and/or of contemporary, ‘exo-human’ ‘nature-formations’, such as atomic
nuclei, or molecules, or independently-living eukaryotic cells -- a or
, or m or
, or e or
,
∀

∀

a

∀

∀

m

∀

∀

e

respectively -- classified as belonging to the All, or “everything”, universe-of-discourse, u = ∀.
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Or, the specific ‘‘‘ontological categories’’’ represented might be such as inhere in past, in present, and/or in
predicted-ffuture ‘human-Nature-al’, “social formations” [cf. Marx], such as city-s
states, multi-city-state
empires, or nation-states -- s or
, or e or
, or n or
-- classified as belonging to the
h

h

s

h

h

h

e

h

n

‘‘‘h
human[ized] Nature’’’ universe-of-discourse, u = h.
Or, the specific ‘‘‘ontological categories’’’ represented might be such as inhere in past, in present, and/or in
predicted-ffuture ‘human-Nature-al’, “social relations of production” [cf. Marx], such as “the Commodityrelation”, “the Money-relation”, or “the «K
Kapital»-relation” -- C or
, or M or
, or K or
-h

h

h

C

h

h

M

h

K

also classified as belonging to the ‘‘‘h
human Nature’’’ universe-of-discourse, u = h.
Generically, i.e., ‘‘‘algebraically’’’, for such ‘‘‘ontological categories’’’ in general, the following rules of
‘ “purely”-qualitative calculation’ together produce an arithmetical-algebraic model of dialectic-in-general --

A. Rules of ‘Categorial Addition’ -[A.1.] ‘u
unquantifiable’ addition of “llikes”:

X = X; equivalently,
u

X

u

u

[A.2.] ‘n
non-amalgamative’ addition of “u
unlikes”:

X

Y

u

u

X

u

=
X

u

Z, for every uZ in u, if uX

u

.

X

Y.

u

u

M. Rules of ‘Categorial Multiplication’ --

[M.1
1.] «aaufheben» auto-multiplication:

[M.2.] «a
aufheben» allo-multiplication:

u

u
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X

Y

u

u

=
X

=
X

,&

u

X

u

XX

u

X

u

YX

,&

.

u

X

u

XX

u

Y

u

YX

u

.

X
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Commentaries on the ‘‘‘Four’’’ Rules --

Rule [A.1.]:
Description. Contra [A.2.], ‘S
Self-addition’ of a [llike] kind is ‘ssuper-amalgamative’.
Purpose. This rule sanctions us to eliminate “extra copies” of any given category-representing symbol
from our calculations using this categorial calculus.
Intuitive Support. For categories, an allowance for, e.g., X

X = 3 ⋅uX, would create useless,

X

u

u

u

cluttering redundancy, pleonasm. ‘Idealized exact copies’ of ‘mind-resident categories’ are indistinguishable.
Precursors. Plato’s «a
asumbletoi»/‘u
unquantifiability’/u
uniqueness principles of his «a
arithmoi eidetikoi»
‘u
ur-d
dialectic’. Later Boolean algebra’s ‘“arithmetic of [formal] logic”’ operation of “idempotent” addition:
xB + xB = xB, e.g., 0B + 0B = 0B, and 1B + 1B = 1B, confined to the endpoints of the unit interval.
Rule [A.2.]:
Description. Contra [A.1.], addition of unlike kinds is ‘‘‘n
non-amalgamative’’’ [cf. the “h
hypernumber” texts
of Dr. Charles Musès].
Purpose. This principle of ‘‘‘n
non-amalgamative’’’ addition of unlike ‘meta-number’ values / categorial kinds
averts “everything is of just one kind” ‘o
ontological reductionism’, as per, e.g., statements like “Everything is
just superstrings.”, and makes this categorial dialectical arithmetic ‘o
ontologically anti-rreductionist’.
Intuitive Support. The very heterogeneity of [qualitatively different,] heterogeneous categories precludes their
additive ‘‘‘a
amalgamation’’’. Only homogeneous categories can [ssuper-]a
amalgamate additively.
Precursors. The other “half” of the Platonian «a
asumbletoi» principle; Complex numbers’ addition, e.g., a + bi;
non-amalgamative” addition of different
orthonormal basis unit-vectors’ addition, e.g., e1 + e2; Musean “n
kinds of Musean --‘‘‘cconvolute’’’ -- “h
hypernumbers”, e.g., ε + w.
Rule [M.1.]:
Description. “S
Self-m
multiplication” of a category-symbol models, or ‘mathematically metaphorizes’, the
dialectical ‘d
double-cconservation self-«a
aufheben»’ process. (1) In
category-symbol
‘ccumulum’

u

u

X

X

u

u

u

X

=

X

u

, the

u

X

XX

«a
aufheben»-n
negates itself, in that the product-sum of this self-multiplication, the
, is qualitatively different from

XX

that the new category-symbol in that product-sum,

u

u

, i.e.,

X

u

X

u

XX

u

, and also in

X

, often denotes a ‘ssupplementary opposite’ -- not a

XX

‘ccomplementary opposite’, nor an ‘a
annihilatory opposite’ -- to the ontological category connoted by the
category-symbol
. Regarding the latter 3 terms, see image, below.
u

X
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(2) The category

u

X

«a
aufheben»-cconserves itself doubly, in that a

product-sum of this self-multiplication,
term in that product-sum,
units of

u

u

u

X

u

least some of the [former] units of

u
u

XX

category/term reappears fully in the

, and also reappears, doubly, in the subscript of the new

, typically signifying that each unit of

, in that each unit of

X

XX

XX

X

u

u

XX

is a ‘m
meta-u
unit’ relative to the

is made up out of a usually heterogeneous multiplicity drawn from at

. (3) Thus,

X

u

XX

is also an «a
aufheben» [sself-]eelevation of

u

.

X

In contrast, in Boolean algebra’s ‘“arithmetic of [formal] logic”’, the operation of “class self-multiplication” is
also ‘“idempotent”’ -- xB × xB = xB, e.g., 0B × 0B = 0B, & 1B × 1B = 1B -- so that the [multiplicative]
‘self-combinatorics’ of ‘‘‘Boolean categories’’’, called “classes”, is -- just as is ‘‘‘Boolean addition’’’ -- utterly
inconsequential. Boolean ‘logical [quadratic-]n
nonlinearity’ reduces utterly to ‘logical linearity’, per Boole’s
2
1
“Fundamental Law of Thought”: xB = xB .
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Purpose. This rule enables the expression of consequential ‘sself-ccombination categories’,

u

, that are interpretable as
XX

dialectical antithesis’’’ categories, representing either ‘partial antitheses’ or ‘full antitheses’, ‘‘‘a
antithesis’’’
encoding ‘‘‘d
category-symbols which are qualitatively different from their ‘“self-factor[ed]”’ category-symbols, e.g., from

, by

u

X

virtue of their ‘sself-ccombining’ that category-symbol/‘‘‘factor’’’ into a singular new category-symbol, such as the generic

≡
u

XX

u

XX

, such that

u

Y

u

Y

≡

≡
u

u

X

u

XX

Y

. In diachronic contexts [e.g., in [p
psycho]h
historical dialectics],

, is typically interpreted as connoting “new kind” ‘‘‘local populations’’’, whose ‘‘‘u
units’’’ irrupt in[to]

what we term ‘m
metafinite resonance singularities’, from out of the densest, core loci of the ‘‘‘u
units’’’ of the
populations’’’, once the self-expanding self-reproduction of those core

u

X

‘‘‘local

u

X

‘‘‘u
units’’’ achieves a critical ‘physical-

spatial’ concentration, thus creating sufficiently high ‘interactivity’ among those ‘‘‘u
units’’’. The ‘‘‘u
units’’’ of
1

typically interpret as connoting «a
aufheben» ‘m
meta 1-u
units’ of the ‘‘‘u
units’’’ of

, such that each ‘‘‘u
unit’’’ of

u

X

made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of [some of the former] ‘‘‘u
units’’’ of
atoms, and

u

XX

u

we

u

XX

is

u

. For example, assign u

XX

to

X

X

to molecules. Then, inside, e.g., first generation intra-galactic ‘a
atomic clouds’, we can reconstruct

that the immanent, internal ‘sself-rreaction’ -- atoms
atoms = atoms
molecules -- was going on, at
length yielding ‘“m
molecular/a
atomic clouds”’. A molecule unit is, typically, a ‘m
meta-a
atom’ unit, such that the typical
single molecule unit is made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of atom units [with some few homogeneous exceptions, e.g.,
H2, O2, etc., covered by terms such as u

, which, in this case, connotes, for one of its species, the [sub-]category of the dialectical, «a
aufheben»- ‘‘‘conversion’’’/YX

‘‘‘elevation’’’ of a single kind of atom up into a molecule].

In synchronic contexts [e.g., in systematic dialectics],

≡
u

u

XX

, is
Y

typically interpreted as connoting, and transitioning presenter and ‘presentee’ attentions to, the next higher, more
hybrid’ category, “above” category
. Again, also in this context,
complex, more concrete, presently-eexisting ‘sself-h
u

the ‘‘‘u
units’’’ of
each ‘‘‘u
unit’’’ of
we assign

u

X

X

1

u
u

XX
XX

are typically interpreted as connoting «a
aufheben» ‘m
meta -u
units’ of the ‘‘‘u
units’’’ of
is made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of some of the ‘‘‘u
units’’’ of

to letters, &

≡
u

u

XX

Y

to words, we have -- letters

u

, so that
X

. For example, if

u

X

letters = letters

words. A word

unit is, typically, a ‘m
meta-lletter’ unit, each single word unit typically being made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity
of letter units. [Exceptions to this typicality, e.g., English words ‘a’ and ‘I’, are covered by terms such as u
, which, in this case, connotes the category
YX

resulting from the ‘‘‘conversion’’’, or «a
aufheben»-‘‘‘elevation’’’, of single letter-level units up into single word-level units]. Dynamical reflexive multiplication

among Musean, ‘‘‘convolute’’’ hypernumbers -- e.g., ε , i , w , p -- ultimately, periodically, exhibits ‘hyper-B
Boolean “law”-like’, ‘‘‘rreductive’’’,
3
1 5
1
7
1
9
1
“ffixed point”, “dynamic equilibrium”-like behaviors -- such as ε = ε , i = i , w = w , p = p -- reflecting circular, cyclical number-space
trajectories -- “power-orbits”-- or, in the context of certain other ‘analytical-geometrical’ spaces, helical trajectories. These behaviors may or m ay
not make some ‘convolute hypernumber’ units suitable for formulating “closed form”, “analytical” solution-functions for some linear
integrodifferential equations, and even for some of the nonlinear integrodifferential equations that exhibit “limit-cycle” ‘solution-geometries’ in their
t

t

t

t

τ

non-reductive’, never-returning, neverstate-spaces. However, dynamical self-multiplications of ‘evolute hypernumbers’, like 1 , exhibit ‘n
repeating, absolutely aperiodic, ever-eexpanding characteristics, that reflect, ‘analytical-geometrically’, spaces that expand, not only in [quantitative]
1

“size” [e.g., in [hyper-]volume], but also in [qualitative] dim ensionality, with every further degree of self-multiplication:
2

1

=

1,

forming a 1-D
D

3

space, then 1 = 1
D space diagonal, next 1 = 1
D space ‘hyper-diagonal’, etc. Thus, such
2, forming a 2-D
2
3, forming a 3-D
‘‘‘evolute’’’ hypernumbers species are able to model ‘o
onto-d
dynamasis’, the ongoing [self-]expansion of the ontology of a given universe, akin to the
[self-] expanding ‘extensional-predicate’ content of ‘the finitary Set of all sets’ ‘s
step-wise «iideo-a
auto-k
kinesis»’ dialectic, modelable via the equation
2

Ss

2s+1

Ss+1 = Ss = Ss ∪ 2 = S0

s
U 2 +1

= (2 )

, wherein U signifies the initial, «a
arché» ‘set of all [idea-]objects’ for the given Universe[-of-discourse].
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This operation, of ‘auto-multiplication’, can also be grasped as a dialectical ‘a
auto-«a
aufheben»’ negation of, or
as a dialectical SELF-ccritique of, or as a dialectical IMMANENT critique of, e.g.,

u

=

u

X

X

X

meta1u

u

X

X

=

=

X

, wherein

X

X

‘

’
u

X

u

u

X

≡
X

u

u

X

by

u

u

X

denotes a “purely”-q
qualitative increment to

X

itself --

≡
XX

u

, analogous to

X

how, among ordinary numbers, x, the term ∆x denotes a “purely”-q
quantitative increment to x. Our generic
dialectical interpretation of such ‘[self-]p
product[ion]ss’, in the ‘human-Natural context’, is --

thesis = thesis

thesis

anti-thesis

-- ‘self-reflexive action of the thesis divulges its antithesis’, &, in the ‘pre-human/exo-human Natural context’, is -«physis» = «physis»

«physis»

meta-«physis».

In both the diachronic and synchronic contexts alike, symbol formations of the form
dialectical SELF-n
negation’ of
connote the ‘d

u

u

X

u

X

are taken to

, as an outward/eexternal expression of the ‘‘‘d
dialectical

X

INTERNAL-ccontradiction’’’, ‘‘‘d
dialectical SELF-ccontradiction’’’, ‘iintra-d
duality’, or ‘sself-d
duality’, of
Given sufficient, or ‘‘‘full’’’, ‘‘‘sself-rreflexion’’’ of the kind of ‘‘‘units’’’ collectively named by

u

X

.

u

X

-- i.e., the

internal, ‘‘‘sself-interaction’’’ of that ‘‘‘population of units’’’, or, equivalently, the mutual interactionss among
those ‘‘‘units’’’ individually -- this will newly produce a new, higher category, in the diachronic context, or call
attention to an already present higher category, in the synchronic context -- a higher category therefore denoted
by

u

≡

XX

category

u

u

Y

XX

-- and populated by ‘meta-units’ of the

u

X

‘‘‘units’’’, such that each such ‘meta-unit’ of

is made up out of a [heterogeneous] multiplicity of [some of the] ‘‘‘units’’’ of category

u

.

X

Intuitive Support. Typically, in Nature, including in ‘human[ized] Nature’, we observe that ‘‘‘self-refleexion’’’,
‘‘‘self-refleexive action’’’, “self-interaction”, “self-action”, “self-activity”, ‘self-reflu
uxion’ [action from self,
flowing back to self], «a
autokinesis», of a sufficiently concentrated ‘“local population”’ of ‘“units”’ of like
kind, produces qualitative and quantitative change -- e.g., produces new ‘“local populations”’ of new, higher
kinds of ‘‘‘units’’’ -- not “equilibrium”. E.g., the “self-gravitation” of proto-stellar molecular clouds/discs,
made up out of molecular and atomic ‘‘‘units’’’, self-transforms them into stars, which, e.g., transform their
core Hydrogen ‘‘‘units’’’ into new, Helium ‘‘‘units’’’, once the density/‘physical-spatial’ concentration/temperature of those core Hydrogen atoms/‘‘‘units’’’ exceeds the threshold for thermonuclear fusion ignition,
‘‘‘The Hydrogen Flash’’’.
Precursors. Complex numbers’ ‘auto-multiplication’, e.g., i × i = −1,

e1 • e1

i; vector ‘auto-multiplication’, e.g.,

e1; Musean hypernumber ‘auto-multiplication’, e.g., ε × ε = +1,
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Rule [M.2.]:
Description. “Multiplication” of symbols for two qualitatively different categories, e.g.,
new, third category-symbol,
‘‘‘factor’’’,

u

and

, yields a

u

Y

YX

, and the ‘‘‘multiplicand’’’ category-symbol ‘‘‘factor’’,
u

X

, which combines ‘‘‘memes’’’ of both the ‘‘‘multiplier’’’ category-symbol

u

, into a qualitatively different,

u

X

single category-symbol,

u

Y

. This operation, of ‘a
allo-multiplication’, can also be grasped as a dialectical

YX

‘a
allo-«a
aufheben»’ negation of, e.g.,

u

, by

X

u

:

Y

u

u

Y

=

Y

X

=

u

X

X

.

u

YX

Purpose. This rule enables the expression of ‘ccombination categories’ -- interpretable to represent ‘‘‘d
dialectical
synthesis’’’ categories, representing either ‘partial syntheses’ or ‘full syntheses’, which are qualitatively
different from any of their ‘“factor”’ categories, e.g., from
and
, by virtue of combining those
u

‘‘‘factors’’’ into a singular new category, say
The ‘‘‘units’’ of
of

u

u

YX

u

≡
YX

u

X

u

, such that

Z

Y

u

Y

u

≡
YX

may or may not be individual unit-level ‘“hybrids”’ of ‘‘‘units’’’ of

u

u

u

Z

.

X

with ‘‘‘units’’’

Y

. Level(s) at which ‘ontological hybridization’ manifests vary on a specific-case-by-sspecific-case basis.

X

Intuitive Support. Typically in Nature, observed hybrids of two or more distinct ontological kinds may be
‘‘‘advantaged’’’ in some senses with respect to their ‘‘‘parents’’’, e.g., may be more ‘‘‘robust’’’ than either of
their ‘“parent”’ categories, such as in the phenomenon, in biological genetics, of “hybrid vigor”, or “heterosis”.
Precursors. Vector ‘allo-multiplication’, e.g., e1 × e2 = e3, such that e1 ⊥ e3 ⊥ e2; Hamiltonian

‘‘‘Quaternionic’’’ ‘allo-multiplication’, in which, e.g., i × j = k and i ⊥ k ⊥ j; Grassmannian ‘g
geometrical
arithmetic allo-multiplication’, e.g., the multiplicative interaction of two distinct one-dimensional objects, such
as [directionally-]distinct Lines, [L1L2] = P, where the product, P, is a ‘P
Planular-object’, a two-dimensional
object, so that L1

P

L2; Musean, ‘‘‘convolute’’’ hypernumber ‘allo-multiplication’, e.g., ε × i = εi,

such that ε ⊥ εi ⊥ i, and ε

εi

i.

The above-described ‘new-old’, algebraic «o
organon», or ideographical ‘‘‘tool of thought’’’, has given us a new,
deeply-rooted, intuitive “way in” to every domain of human knowledge of which we have at least some
‘‘‘seed’’’, “chaotic” [Marx, «Grundrisse»] experience to build from. We can, thereby, both reconstruct,
systematically as well as chronologically, the past-to-p
present of that domain’s content, and, potentially, also
‘preconstruct’ -- symbolically, ‘‘‘algebraically’’’, connotationally, heuristically -- the future of that domain’s
content, though our capability to interpret the symbols of future ontology, generated algorithmically by the
method of this ‘‘‘algebra’’’, may often, given our experience to-date, be limited.
So, before long, after the discoveries-surge of 1996, we had, “in hand”, in particular, four key ‘dialectical
equations’, one reconstructing total, cosmological natural history, including the irruption of the human species,
and three reconstructing the ‘human[oid]-social natural history’ portion within that total natural history, within
its human species onto[logical category].
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Before turning to those specific ‘d
dialectical [m
meta-]m
models’, I will illustrate for you what we mean by
dialectical order’ -- by the ‘g
generic dialectic’, of which each [m
meta-]eequation [m
meta-]m
model is a special case -‘d
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-- which includes an ‘extention’ of the more familiar generic dialectical triad, which can be imaged as follows --
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Each of these ‘d
dialectical [m
meta-]eequations’ is written, in its simplest form, in the ‘‘‘algebra’’ of this
dialectical «ccharacteristica universalis»’, this ‘a
algebraical dialectical logic’, or ‘a
algebra of/ffor dialectical
‘d
logic’, that I have described above.
We had soon ‘“solved for”’ the meanings of many of the new ontological category descriptions -- each one
described, ‘‘‘symbolically’’’, in terms of new [self-]combinations of the old, already known / already ‘‘‘solved
for’’’ category-symbols / -descriptors / -epithets / ‘meta-numerals’ -- represented by the new ‘‘‘algebraic’’’ /
unknown terms generated by the ‘self-iteration’ of each such equation-model -- all the way out to many such
‘self-iterations’ for each such equation-model. These new, initially-u
unknown terms issued forth from, first, the
recurring, [self-]iterated ‘‘‘self-application’’’ / ‘‘‘self-operation’’’ / ‘self-function[ing]’ / ‘‘‘self-reflexion’’’ /
self-involution / self-multiplication of each equation’s ‘p
pre-known’, assigned, chosen single ‘‘‘seed’’’, or “cellarché». Thereafter, after that starting point, new terms ever issue forth
form” [Marx], ‘‘‘founding term’’’, or «a
from each ‘‘‘self-operation’’’ [from each ‘‘‘squaring with itself’’’] of each subsequent, ‘self-operatively
expanded’ ‘‘‘accumulation’’’, or ‘cumulum’, of ‘progeny terms’, ‘‘‘recursively’’’, i.e., with each ‘old-cumulum
self-operation-generated’ new/expanded ‘cumulum’, and with new ‘‘‘branches’’’ of ‘physio-ontology, or of
‘ideo-ontology’, or of ‘ideo-physio-ontology’ budding forth from each older, ‘previously-budded’, ‘previouslybranched’ branch of this ‘ramifically’-burgeoning ‘meta-genealogy’.

This first ‘d
dialectical algebraic logic’ evidently occupies a ‘‘‘sweet spot’’’ in the ‘‘‘space’’’ of possible basic
arithmetics and algebras.
Such basic arithmetics/algebras include the “Natural” arithmetic of the Peano “Natural” Numbers, for the
number set, or ‘‘‘number space’’’, N ≡ {1, 2, 3, ... }, and the original Boolean ‘‘‘logical numbers’’’
arithmetic of the set, or ‘‘‘space’’’, { 0B, 1B }, or, more accurately, { 0B/1B, 0B/0B, 1B/1B, 1B/0B }, the
latter listing the four “coefficients” involved in Boole’s “development” algorithm for ‘“logical division(s)”’.
It is, of course, widely known that later Boolean arithmetic/algebra became the logic-calculations basis, and
model, for modern, { Off, On }, or “binary”, “digital” computer circuitry and for its logic.
All three, ‘algebras-undergirding’ arithmetics -- the ‘a
arithmetic for dialectical logic’ that we have described
above, the Peano “Natural” arithmetic, and the original Boolean ‘‘‘a
arithmetic for formal logic’’’ -- all
converge, connect within, intersect within, and diverge again from, this ‘‘‘sweet spot’’’.
The ‘d
dialectical algebra’-undergirding ‘a
arithmetic for dialectical logic’ is an extreme, ‘‘‘diametrical’’’,
dialectical ‘co-opposite’, or ‘joint supplementary opposite’, to both ‘‘‘Boolean arithmetic’’’ and standard
“Natural” arithmetic.
This ‘ffirst dialectical arithmetic’ is a “Non-Standard Model” of the first-order Peano-Postulates-based
“Natural” Numbers arithmetic, forming an arithmetic of ‘unquantifiable “pure” qualifiers’, in contrast to
“Standard Model” “Natural” arithmetic, which is an arithmetic of ‘unqualified “pure” quantifiers’.
This ‘ffirst dialectical arithmetic’ is also a ‘ccontra-Boolean’ arithmetic, of dialectical, ‘content-al’ logic, as
opposed to Boolean, ‘“form-al”’, logic, because the axioms of this ‘ffirst dialectical arithmetic’ entail, as a
theorem, a strong contrary to what Boole named “T
The Fundamental Law of [fformal-llogical] Thought”.
The axioms, and the proof of this theorem from those axioms, are given below, for the benefit of the interested
reader. Those not interested in that degree of deductive detail may skip over the images below, without fearing
any major loss of comprehension in regard to the rest of the sequel, which presents this material ‘‘‘intuitively’’’.
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This ‘ccontra’ to Boole’s ‘‘‘ffundamental equation of human thought’’’ thus figures, not as an assumption, i.e.,
not as a postulate/axiom, of our ‘d
dialectical «ccharacteristica universalis»’, but, on the contrary, as a provable,
and proven, theorem, deducible from the actual axioms/a
assumptions of this new axioms-ssystem for dialectics.
This ‘contra-Boolean’ theorem, that constitutes our ‘F
Fundamental “L
Law” of Dialectics’, in ideograms -=

2

1

-- is deductively implied by the axioms that we have presented, as per the proof also presented -- all seemingly
Arithmism’
so simple -- provides nothing less than a rectification of the chief defect of Ancient Mediterranean ‘A
Monadism’, i.e., of the principle that animated Ancient Mediterranean philosophy and science from the
and ‘M
Pythagoreans, circa 360 B.C.E., through Plato and beyond, all the way forward at least to Diophantus’s ‘protoideographical’ algebra, circa 250 C.E.
That chief defect was the radical dualism of «a
arithmos» vis-a-vis «m
monad», i.e., of ‘‘‘a
assemblages of units’’’
versus ‘‘‘iindividual units’’’, viz.: “ EUCLID defines in the Elements, VII, 2, a number as “the multitude [K.S.:
«a
arithmos»] made up of units [K.S.: «m
monad»]” having previously (Elements, VII, 1) said that a unit is “that by virtue
of which each of existing things is called one.” As a unit is not composed of units [K.S.: but, on the contrary, a unit is,
typically, “m
made up of” sub-u
units, e.g
g., a ‘m
meta-«m
monad»’ is “m
made up of” «m
monads», as we have seen], neither EUCLID nor ARISTOTLE
regard a unit as a number, but rather as “the basis [K.S.: «aarché»] of counting, or as the origin [K.S.: «aarché»] of
number.” ” [H.-D. Ebbinghaus, et al., Numbers, Springer Verlag [NY: 1991], p. 12, bold/italic/ccolor emphases added].
Under the spell of that radical diremption [‘←
←|→’] between «a
arithmos» and «m
monad», only a radically
‘statical’, ‘Parmenideanoid’, ‘early-Platonoid’ cosmos could be conceived, as an eternal ‘m
meta-«a
arithmos»
cumulum’ of eternally fixed, radically distinct, genetically unrelated «a
arithmoi» of «m
monads».
True, an element of [“purely”-q
quantitative] dynamism could enter this world picture as “g
genealogy” -- as the
begetting of new «m
monads» by old[er] «m
monads» of the «a
arithmoi aisthetoi», the sensuously-empirical “u
units”
-- but all and only within a given kind, i.e., within a single, “eternal”, “eternally fixed” «g
genos»-«a
arithmos», or
arithmos»: never as ‘m
meta-g
genealogy’.
«sspecies»-«a
That is, no «g
genos»-«a
arithmos» -- not even any «sspecies»-«a
arithmos» -- could cross its boundaries of kind, its
ontological boundaries, to give birth to «m
monads» of even a different, but already existing other «g
genos»«a
arithmos», or «sspecies»-«a
arithmos», LET ALONE give birth to a previously unprecedented, brand new
«g
genos»-«a
arithmos», or «sspecies»-«a
arithmos».
That is, “g
genealogy”, but no ‘m
meta-g
genealogy’, was admissible for such a world picture.
Thus, no cosmological ‘m
meta-d
dynamical meta-eevolution’ was even conceivable for such a drastically
‘«a
arithmos» ←|→ «m
monad»’ «m
mentalité».
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But the deductively-derived ‘contra-Boolean’ rule [using the sign ‘⇒
⇒’ to signify the meaning “implies”] -=

=

2

⇒

=

2

|

1

-- interpreted in such a way that each of the «m
monads» of the successor «a
arithmos», denoted by
, is
constituted out of a [sub-]«a
arithmos» of [some of] the [former] «m
monads» of the predecessor «a
arithmos»,
denoted by , i.e., such that each [m
meta-]«m
monad» of the
[m
meta-]«a
arithmos» is “made up of” a
heterogeneous multiplicity of the «m
monads» of the
those

«a
arithmos», each

unit thus a ‘m
meta-«m
monad» of

-type units / «m
monads», tells a dramatically different story.

This rule can make possible the compact, ideographical description of Domains, of universess-of-discourse -including of the universal [w
whole cosmos] universe-of-discourse, the universe-of-discourse of the total
universe [a
as a whole], as a single, still-further-unfolding ‘m
meta-g
genealogy’.
Such a description thus formulates a ‘d
dialectical theory of everything’.
But even also for subordinate Domains, this rule makes possible the ultra-condensed, ideographical description
of ‘ssub-u
universes’, causally and ‘m
meta-g
genetically’ connecting predecessor «a
arithmoi»-kinds with their
‘‘‘offspring’’’ new-«a
arithmoi»-kinds -- their successor kinds -- consisting of both meta- and hybrid
«a
arithmoi»-o
of-«m
monads», to which those predecessor «a
arithmoi»-o
of-«m
monads»-kinds give birth, describing a
universe-of-discourse-‘universe-al’ ‘m
meta-g
genealogy’ of ongoing, recurring ontological innovations, i.e., of
‘o
onto-d
dynamases’, expressible / describable by / in / via a single ‘d
dialectical meta-eequation’.

Definitions of our concepts of ‘m
meta-g
genealogy’ and of ‘o
onto-d
dynamasis’ are imaged below --
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There have long been ‘foretellings’, in both ancient and modern philosophy and mathematics -- of such a
‘‘‘sweet spot’’’, of a conceptual locus or zone of such ‘‘‘convergence/divergence’’’, including in rumored
“unwritten doctrines” of Plato, regarding his «a
asumbletoi», «a
arithmoi eidetikoi» dialectic, and his principle
of the ‘‘‘a
aoristos dyas’’’.
Three of the deepest theorems of modern, mathematical logic -- the Löwenheim-Skolem Theorem, all by itself,
and the Gödel Completeness Theorem and Incompleteness Theorem, in their “first order logic”-level mutual
conjunction of implications [all three theorems having been discovered in the 1930s] -- have implied -- have, in
Non-Standard Models” of “Natural” arithmetic. They do so by asserting that the
effect, ‘‘‘predicted’’’ -- such “N
“existence” of the “Standard”, “first order” model of “Natural” arithmetic logically entails the ‘“co-existence”’
of “N
Non-Standard Models” of “Natural” Numbers arithmetic -- i.e., of alternative “Natural” arithmetics -- as
well. Alas, these three theorems are not “constructive” -- they do not show how to actually construct any
counter-examples [cf. the writings of Imre Lakatos] to the “Standard Model Natural arithmetic”, any examples
of such alternative “Natural” numbers. However, within the range of our research/reconnoitering to-date, we
have found no similar anticipations, prior to our own, that -• any of these ‘“non-standard models of mathematics’’’ would include a “purely”-q
qualitative arithmetic, a
‘‘‘dialectical antithesis’’’ axioms-system to the ‘‘‘dialectical thesis’’’ axioms-system that constitutes the
“standard model” of “Natural” numbers, as a “purely”-q
quantitative, arithmetic. Or that -• these ‘“non-standard models’’’ would include an ‘a
arithmetic of dialectic’, a generic arithmetic, capturing,
algorithmically and ideographically, universal features of dialectical process, alike for natural-physical,
human-mental, & mental/physical-combined contexts; a universal model of dialectic. Or that -• the ‘‘‘dialectical contradiction’’’ between these two arithmetics, “standard” versus this “n
non-standard”,
would lead onward to their ‘‘‘dialectical synthesis’’’, in the form of yet a new, third axioms-system of
dialectical arithmetic, a second ‘“non-standard”’ system, this time an arithmetic with an explicitly
‘q
qualo-q
quantitative’, or ‘q
quanto-q
qualitative’, arithmetic & algebra, &, also, further onward in that
dialectical progression of axioms-systems of dialectical arithmetic, to a systematically-ordered [self-]
advancing cascade of new, higher, richer ‘“dialectical antithesis”’ & ‘full or partial dialectical synthesis’
axioms-systems of dialectical arithmetic, beyond those first three ‘‘‘first thesis’’’, ‘‘‘first [full]
antithesis’’’, & ‘first [full] synthesis’ systems of axioms for dialectical arithmetic/algebra. Or that ∴ -• the ‘‘‘first antithesis’’’ system and language of dialectical arithmetic/algebra, the ‘d
dialectical
«ccharacteristic universalis»’ described herein, would be capable of modeling, and of heuristically
guiding, the discovery/iinvention, and the detailed construction, and the presentation of this entire,
cascading, ‘d
dialectic of dialectical arithmetics’, including, thereby, helping to ‘pre-construct’, and to
‘‘‘solve for’’’, each successor axioms-system of dialectical arithmetic, each one forming an
ideographical language that is more descriptively-enriched, more descriptively powerful, even more
descriptively ‘‘‘determinate’’’ in linguistic expressive capacity, as an arithmetical/algebraic language of
dialectic, and each one, after the “purely”-q
quantitative «a
arché» arithmetic, either “purely” quantitative,
or ‘q
qualo-q
quantitative’, in ‘numeralic’ content, and ‘alternatingly’ so. Or that -• this very ‘‘‘first antithesis’’’ axioms-system of dialectical arithmetic would constitute, identically, both a
“n
non-standard” “Natural” arithmetic, and a ‘n
non-Boolean’ arithmetic for a likewise ‘‘‘n
non-standard’’’,
‘‘‘n
non-formal’’’, ‘ccontental’-o
ontological logic, undergirding an algebra of dialectical logic.
-- let alone that all of the ‘aforelisted’ characteristics would involve a single one of these ‘‘‘n
non-standard
“Natural” arithmetics’’’, namely, the single ‘d
dialectical «ccharacteristica universalis» arithmetic/a
algebra’
described herein.
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The resulting ‘d
dialectical ideography’ is also a ‘‘‘u
universal ideography’’’, in large part because it is both
ontological’’’ [‘contental’], and ‘‘‘ccategorial’’’.
‘‘‘o
The four key ‘d
dialectical-a
algebraical meta-eequations’ which, by applying this generic ‘ffirst antithesis system’
of ‘d
dialectical arithmetic’ to various specific [sub-]domains of our universe’ss ontology -- in particular, by
ultimate ancestor categories’, or «a
arché» categories specific to each
applying it to the ‘sstarting categories’, ‘u
of those [sub-]domains -- that had soon generated, yielded even more insight when considered, not just
individually, but together.
Considering these ‘d
dialectical equations’ together, and also together with a plethora of other, less synoptic
‘d
dialectical equations’, discovered concurrently with the discovery of the main four, opened, before our minds’
present of our «k
kosmos», and
eyes, an increasing number of scales and levels of the story of the past-to-p
growing glimpses of its possible, and probable, futures.
These specific ‘d
dialectical equations’, as we shall formulate them herein, will all share a common, generic,
universal format, all of the form --
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-- wherein

〉-|-〈τ

X↑

X

denotes a [self-]expanding [‘↑’] ‘ccumulum’ of heterogeneous, qualitatively distinct, but

‘meta-genealogically’-related, ‘‘‘[meta-]genetically’’’-related ontologies / ontological categories, all inhering
in, and constituent of, [sub-]domain X. In this format,

α

X

denotes the ‘‘‘seed’’’, ‘‘‘cell-form’’’,

‘‘‘ultimate ancestor’’’, or «αrché» ontological category of the observed/reconstructed/predicted historical
categorial progression of the self-expanding ontology -- the ‘o
onto-d
dynamasis’ -- of/within [sub-]domain X.
The main four, core ‘p
psychohistorical-d
dialectical meta-eequations’ -- ‘m
meta-eequations’ wherein the “exponent”,
or “power”, ν, has also, in turn, its own [thus meta-]exponent, or [meta-]power, in the form of τX, the wholenumber-valued, discrete-time historical epochs[-counting] variable for [sub-]domain X -- are set forth below.

〉-|-〈

All of these ‘d
dialectical meta-eequations’ use ‘
’, a variant of the central symbol of my ‘life-script dream’,
to denote a diverse, historical acccumulation, or ‘ccumulum’, of ‘co-present’ symbols for multiple, ontologically
diverse, heterogeneous, qualitatively different categories, modeling the categorial representation / ontological
content of each qualitatively unique, ontologically unique, ‘‘‘h
historically-sspecific’’’ epoch, in a generic way,
via the generic τX algebraic variable, for the past history of the given [sub-]domain, X, being modeled.
That mix of ontologies is represented, explicitly, collectively and univocally, by the τX-sspecific symbol --

〉-|-〈τ

X↑

X

non-amalgamative sum’’’ of such ‘ontic’ category-symbols.
-- which, implicitly, refers to a τX-dependent ‘‘‘n
The four domain-sspecific ‘d
dialectical meta-eequations’ to be presented presently herein all use ‘pre-subscripts’,
as part of both their LHS ‘ccumulum’-symbol, and of their RHS «αrché»-symbol. These ‘pre-subscripts’ are
indicated herein generically by ‘X’, as their ‘[sub-]domain variable’, and by LHS ‘post-subscripts’, denoted
generically [a
algebraically] by ‘τX’, to specify both the domain, again, via ‘sub-sub-script’, ‘X’, [because of the
domain-sspecificity of epochal τime variables], and, via subscript ‘τ’, the relative, ordinal, discrete, wholenumber τime [historical epoch] variable. ‘Self-iteration’ ‘‘‘τ
τempo’’’, and “R
Real-time” epoch-duration, may
differ, not only epoch-to-epoch within each domain [e.g., by way of ‘‘‘ttemporal acceleration’’’], but also
domain-to-domain -- the τ are ‘X-sspecific’. The symbol ‘τX’ appears again, on the LHS, as ‘[post script]

super-super-script’ to [also ‘post script’] ν , which is the ‘self-iteration co-driver’ exponent of the RHS
«αrché»-symbol [‘co-driver’ together with the τX ‘m
meta-exponent’, the exponent of the exponent ν]. These
‘d
dialectical meta-eequations’ also use underscores, ‘ ’, & ‘overscores’, ‘ ’, with the same meanings [relative
to the specific, [p
psycho]h
historical-d
dialectical context] as was assigned earlier, herein, to signs ‘ ’ & ‘ ’,
respectively, relative to the generic ‘super-context’ of, e.g., E.D. standard ‘d
dialectical-a
algebraic’ variables such
as
,
, and
-- signs which, given this generic ‘super-context’, as generic, & as ‘super-’, apply
u

X u

Y

u

Z

equally to both the ‘[p
psycho]h
historical, diachronic dialectic’ context of these four key, core ‘d
dialectical metaequations’, & to the ‘[m
meta-]ssystematic, synchronic dialectic’ context described, herein, further on.
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Our definitions for the terms ‘m
meta-eequation’ and ‘m
meta-m
model’ are given below --
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These 4 ‘d
dialectical meta-eequations’ also use upward-directed arrows, ‘↑’, to represent ‘‘‘the arrow of time’’’
-- ‘tthe arrow of history’ -- by tagging “purely”-quantitative variables, typically indicated herein as variables
without either underscore(s) or overscore(s), like ‘τX’, so as to signify that such discrete variables are to vary -are to [be] increase[ed] -- monotonically & consecutively, in their “purely”-quantitative magnitude/value.
Each τX “epoch value” -- and the unique ‘ccumulum’ of categories native to each individual historical epoch in
the ontological, ‘onto-dynamical’ ‘meta-evolution’ of domain X, generically denoted by

〉-|-〈τ

X

-- can best

X

be grasped as a momentaneous, ‘discrete-ized’, ‘‘‘freeze-frame’’’, ‘‘‘stroboscopic’’’ extract from out of the
implicitly ‘‘‘continual’’’ interactive and ‘‘‘sself-interactive’’’ ferment of [sub-]domain X -- from out of the
implicit time-‘‘‘continuum’’’ of each such [sub-]domain.
That is, each such τX ‘ccumulum’ can best be grasped as a ‘frozen framing’ of that single, transient, evanescent
MOMENT, in which all of the categorial constituents of the (τX − 1) ‘ccumulum’ for [sub-]domain X, denoted
by

〉-|-〈(τ

, have both interacted fully with every other such constituent of that (τX − 1) ‘ccumulum’, and

X − 1)

X

have also ‘‘‘self-acted’’’ fully, BUT in which interactions, and ‘‘‘self-actions’’’, involving the categorial
products of those full interactions, and ‘‘‘self-actions’’’ -- ontological category-symbols which are new in and
to epoch τX, i.e., the categorial-symbols-content of ‘ccumulum-difference’,

〉-|-〈τ

X

X

〉-|-〈(τ

X

X − 1)

--

have not quite yet begun.

(§1.) For the ‘‘‘D
Dialectic of Nature’’’ as a whole, as THE whole -- as the Totality of our «K
Kosmos» to the
degree that we presently know it, and for its “highest”, most general ontological categories [for the E.D. domain

x = ∀], with ‘τ∀’ denoting a “Natural’’ number, i.e., from the set {1, 2, 3, ...}, and with τ∀ also counting,
and labeling [numerically, cardinally naming], the epochs of cosmological-o
ontological revolution, we have --

〉-|-〈τ ↑

∀

=

∀

n

τ ↑
ν ∀

∀

-- such that ‘ n’ connotes the ‘physi[c]o-ontological category’ of the ‘‘‘sub-n
nuclear’’’ “particles”, that is, of the
∀

non-composite bosons’’’ [e.g., excluding the mesons], & of the ‘‘‘n
non-composite fermions’’’ [e.g., the
‘‘‘n
quarks and the leptons, excluding, e.g., the protons, the neutrons, & the ‘hyperonic’ “composite particles”], and
such that ν = 2 or 3, and such that ‘τ∀↑’, with its ‘↑’ ‘‘‘suffix’’’ component, indicates that the “independent”
variable , τ∀, takes on, successively, the value 1, then the value 2, then the value 3, then 4, then, ..., in the

indicated consecutive order. For τ∀ = 8, cosmological epoch 8, per this ‘m
meta-eequation meta-m
model’, the
RHS [Right-Hand Side] of the resulting ‘‘‘eequation-m
model’’’, when the indicated 8-fold ‘‘‘self-involution’’’
8
[‘‘‘self-multiplication’’’] of n is enacted, generates a ‘ccumulum’ of 2 = 256 category-symbols for the
∀

ν = 2 version of the resulting ‘‘‘eequation-m
model’’’ -E.D. Brief #8, v.4: Intellectual Autobiography of Karl Seldon
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〉-|-〈8
∀

=

8
2

n

∀

=

256

n

∀

=

n

∀

...

h

∀

-- wherein the 256th category-symbol, ∀h, connotes the ‘ccosmo-o
ontological category’ of [planetary]
human[oid] societies. This ‘m
meta-m
model’ still falls short of being ‘a
a dialectical model of everything now
known’, in particular, because it does not yet explicitly address so-called “Dark Energy” and “Dark Matter”,
which are, it must be said, at present, just barely entering into the ‘n
now known’. Nonetheless, Foundation
researchers are well underway in the work of bringing these new ‘‘‘matters’’’ -- and these new ‘‘‘energies’’’ -into the very heart of this ‘m
meta-m
model’, via a new, deeper «a
arché», and a new ‘ffirst meta-«p
physis»’.
To afford you a feeling for this ‘∀ super-domain’ ‘d
dialectical Totality meta-m
model’, the image below expands
upon that ‘‘‘D
Dialectic of Nature’’’ as a whole ‘m
meta-m
model’, or ‘D
Dialectical Theory of Everything [k
known]’
‘m
meta-m
model’, for just the first triad of its ν = 3 version: for just its ∀τ3 = 1 ‘d
dialectical equation’ --

The following image provides a models specification for the various single-epoch models contained in a
‘lumped «a
arché»’, abbreviated version of this ‘m
meta-m
model’, in which n & s are combined to form r -∀
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The next image depicts this meta-m
model’s 1st 2 stages of dialectical, «a
aufheben» ‘sself-m
meta-m
monad-iization’ -E.D. Brief #8, v.4: Intellectual Autobiography of Karl Seldon
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(§2.) Implicitly going on within -- ‘‘‘inside’’’ -- h, ensuing ‘‘‘inside’’’ the ‘ccosmo-oontological category’ of
∀

[planetary] human[oid] societies, and, also implicitly, within the

〉-|-〈8+ range of equation (1.)), the history,

∀

psycho]h
historical dialectic’’’, of “human-social formation(s)” [Marx], is ‘modelable’ as -and dialectic, the ‘‘‘[p

〉-|-〈τ ↑

m

=

m

b

τ ↑
ν m

m

-- such that ‘mb’ connotes the human[oid], ‘socio-ontological category’ of the primeval, ‘p
proto-h
human[oid]’

“b
bands” of “nomadic” hunters/gatherers/foragers/scavengers, for ν = 2 or 3, and such that τm = the counter,
and the “independent” variable/driver, for the historically-observed/archaeologically-reconstructed epochs of
human social form
mation(s) on planet Terra, as those epochs are defined, ontologically, per this ‘d
dialectical
meta-eequation meta-m
model’.
For τm = 6, human social form
mation(s) epoch 6, per this ‘d
dialectical meta-eequation meta-m
model’, the RHS
[Right-Hand Side] of this equation, when the 6-fold ‘‘‘self-involution’’’ [‘‘‘self-multiplication’’’] of mb is

carried out, generates a ‘ccumulum’ of 2 = 64 category-symbols for the ν = 2 version of this equation -6

〉-|-〈6

m

=

6
2

b
m

=

64

b
m

=

b

m

...

n

m

-- wherein the 64th category-symbol, mn, connotes the ‘socio-ontological category’ -- the human-social
form
mation(s) category -- of the nation-states «sspecies» of human-social form
mation(s). To help to afford you a
feeling for this m-domain ‘p
psychohistorical-d
dialectical meta-eequation meta-m
model’, the image below expands
upon this ‘‘‘d
dialectic of human-ssocial formation(ss)’’’ ‘m
meta-m
model’ for the first triad of the ν = 3 version of
its ‘p
psychohistorical-d
dialectical meta-eequation’--
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The following image provides a models specification for the models contained in this ‘m
meta-m
model’ --
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The next image depicts this meta-m
model’s 1st 2 stages of dialectical, «a
aufheben» ‘sself-m
meta-m
monad-iization’ --
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(§3.) Also, implicitly, concurrently, ‘“going on within”’

〉-|-〈8+, ‘‘‘within’’’ its ∀h category, is that very

∀

‘‘‘[p
psycho]h
historical dialectic’’’ within the ‘‘‘h
human-social relations of production’’’ “side” of Marx’s core,
‘ssocial forces of production # social relations of production’ human-h
historical “d
dialectic” [see Karl Marx,
«Grundrisse», Penguin Books [NY: 1993], p. 109], which we model as --

〉-|-〈τ ↑

r

r

=

rA

τ ↑
ν r

-- such that ‘rA’ connotes the [proto-]h
human[oid], ‘socio-ontological category’ of the mere “A
Appropriation” of
the products of Nature in their “raw” form, unimproved, for human consumption, by human labor. Thus, rA,
connotes the only proto-h
human/social-animal/animal-social, still-ecological, only proto-economic, praxis/mode/r
relation of species [self-re-]“production” that constitutes [animal-]social/group Predation. That is, it
connotes the still mostly pre-/n
non-production human Appropriations of the product[ion]s of pre-h
human/extrahuman/exo-h
human Nature, in a form as yet unrefined, by [use-value-productive] human Nature/h
human
concrete labor: the hunting/gathering/foraging/scavenging mode of social reproduction, at the upper boundary
of predatory animal sociality, and of mere, ‘pre-economic’, animal ecology, and at the lower boundary of, true,
distinctly human[, ‘m
meta-a
animal’], sociality.
Also, in this ‘d
dialectical equation’, ν = 2 or 3, and each successive value of τr stands for the counter, and for
the ordinal-numeric ‘‘‘name’’’, as well as for the driver/“independent” variable, for the historically-observed /archaeologically-reconstructed epochs of domain r, such that τr↑ ∈ N↑ ≡ { 1 → 2→ 3 → 4 → ... }.
For τr = 4, human-social relations of production epoch 4, per this ‘‘‘m
meta-eequation meta-m
model’’’, the RHS
[Right-Hand Side] of this equation, when the 4-fold ‘‘‘self-involution’’’ [‘‘‘self-multiplication’’’] of rA is

carried out, generates a ‘ccumulum’ of 2 = 16 category-symbols for the ν = 2 version of this equation -4

〉-|-〈4
r

=

4
2

rA

=

16
rA

=

rA

...

rK

-- wherein the 16th category-symbol, rK, connotes the ‘socio-ontological category’ of ‘the «K
Kapital»-r
relation’
[cf. Marx, e.g., «Grundrisse», ibid. , pp. 749-7
750] «s
species» of the human-social relations of production «g
genos».
When we ‘self-iterated’ the RHS of the equation above for/to τr = 5, one epoch beyond the present, capitalcentered, epoch, the new terms generated, especially the last one of those terms, r

, precipitated in us, at

KK

length, the discovery of an hypothesis as to the detailed constitution of the successor system to capitalism,
which we termed ‘E
Equitism’, or ‘P
Political-E
ECONOMIC Democracy’, rooted in a new social relation of
production that we name ‘G
Generalized Equity’. For more about this ‘d
dialectical-m
meta-m
model-g
guided
discovery’, see:
http://capitalismsfundamentalflaw-wayforward.blogspot.com/2013/04/political-economic-democracy-part-3-of-8.html
http://equitism.org/Equitism/Equitism-entry.htm
http://www.equitism.org/Equitism/Theory/PoliticalEconomicDemocracy/PoliticalEconomicDemocracy.htm
http://www.equitism.org/Equitism/AmendmentXXVIII/AmendmentXXVIII.pdf
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To help to afford you a feeling for this r-domain ‘p
psychohistorical-d
dialectical-a
algebraical meta-eequation’, the
image below expands upon our ‘d
dialectic of the human-ssocial relations of production meta-m
model’, for the
first triad of the ν = 3 version of its ‘d
dialectical meta-eequation’ --
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The following image provides a models specification for the models contained in this ‘m
meta-m
model’ --
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The next image depicts this meta-m
model’s 1st 2 stages of dialectical, «a
aufheben» ‘sself-m
meta-m
monad-iization’ --
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(§4.) Also, implicitly, concurrently ‘“going on within”’

〉-|-〈8+, ‘‘‘within’’’ its ∀h category, is the

∀

‘‘‘[p
psycho]h
historical dialectic’’’ within the ‘‘‘h
human-social relations of production’’’ “side” of Marx’s core,
‘ssocial forces of production # social relations of production’ human-h
historical dialectic [Karl Marx, «Grundrisse»,
ibid., p. 109], that is, the ‘h
human-social forces of production’ “side” of the historic[al] “development of the social
meta-m
model’ as -individual” [Karl Marx, «Grundrisse», ibid., p. 706], which we ‘m

〉-|-〈τ ↑

f

=

f

fRh

τ↑
ν f

-- such that ‘fRh’ connotes the [p
proto-]h
human[oid], ‘socio-ontological category’ of the “h
human” social
community itself, beginning with the [p
proto-]h
human-social community of the primeval hunting / gathering /foraging / scavenging bands themselves, as the primary and primeval human-social ‘‘‘energy’’’ Resource at
the very core of the «a
arché» of the human social forces of production: “The community itself appears as the
first great force of production...” [Karl Marx, «Grundrisse», ibid., p. 495].
dialectical equation’, ν = 2 or 3, and each successive value of τf stands for the counter, and for
Also, in this ‘d
the ordinal-numeric ‘‘‘name’’’, as well as for the driver/“independent” variable, for the historically-observed /archaeologically-reconstructed epochs of domain f, such that τf↑ ∈ N↑ ≡ { 1 → 2→ 3 → 4 → ... }.
For τf = 6, i.e., for human-social forces of production epoch 6, per this ‘m
meta-eequation meta-m
model’, the RHS
of this equation, when the 6-fold ‘‘‘self-involution’’’ of fRh that it calls for is carried out, generates a

‘ccumulum’ of 2 = 64 category-symbols for the ν = 2 version of this equation -6

〉-|-〈6
f

=

6
2

fRh

=

64
fRh

=

fRh

...

fRa

-- wherein the 64th category-symbol, fRa, connotes the ‘ssocio-physio-ontological category’ of the ‘‘‘a
atomic
power’’’ energy Resource «sspecies» of productive force [e.g., atomic fusion power], as the energy-R
Resource
core of the most advanced possible category of human-ssocial productive force extant as of domain f epoch 6;
as the deepest human appropriation of pre-h
human/exo-h
human Nature, qua human-ssocial [re-]productiveforce Resource, possible as of Domain f epoch 6.

To help to afford you a feeling for this Domain f ‘p
psychohistorical-d
dialectical-a
algebraical meta-m
model’, the
two images provided below offer an overall specification for this ‘m
meta-m
model’, and focus in upon this
‘‘‘d
dialectic of the human-ssocial forces of production’’’ ‘m
meta-m
model’, for just the first triad, of the ν = 3
version, of its ‘d
dialectical meta-eequation’ --
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The Marxian category of “tthe social relations of production” is principally an “historically-sspecific” category,
such that the predominance of a particular “social relationship of production” typically accrues to a particular
‘historical species’ of human society -- to a particular stretch of human-historical time -- albeit that pastpredominant social relations of production are, to some degree, carried forward into, as well as modified by,
their successor ‘historical species’ of human society. On the other hand, the Marxian concept of “tthe social
forces of production”, although it too exhibits certain “historically-sspecific” aspects, is also an ‘h
historically
generic’ category, spanning the entire progression of the ‘historical species’ of human society, and associated,
even for [critical, threshold] changes in its -- as measured -- merely quantitative level alone, with qualitative
changes in the “ssocial relations of production”, i.e., is marked by the boundaries between -- and by the
meta-eevolutionary’, “ssocial relations of production” ‘socio-onto-d
dynamical’, social-r
revolutionary
‘m
transitions from -- one ‘historical species’ of human society to its immediate successor ‘historical species’.
How, then, can we construct an ‘h
historically generic’, dialectically-appropriate, [q
qualo-]q
quantitative metric
of/for the Marxian “ssocial forces of production”, consistent with what Marx wrote on the matter, but
appropriating also developments in science subsequent to Marx’s lifetime, and also given that Marx did not
directly and definitively provide such a metric, despite the centrality of such to his core theory?
The most advanced ‘q
qualo-q
quantitative’ metric of the human-social “fforces of production” in use, by the
F.E.D. Special Council of Psychohistorians, and also approved, for public dissemination, by the F.E.D.
General Council, is the following.
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We grasp the Marxian ‘“growth of the social forces of production”’, not just as growth in productivity with
respect to particular kinds of use-values, but, in its totality, as the sustained rising ‘sself-productivity’ of
humanity, as the rising ‘rate of social reproduction’ of given, local human societies, or, in its totality, in the
aggregate of all contemporaneous human societies on the planet, as the rising ‘rrate of social reproduction’ of
the Terran human species as a whole. The human productive forces, we hold, must be conceived, not as an
ordinary, Newtonian “eexternal force”, as if acting upon human society “from without”, but, on the contrary, as
an “iinternal force” of human society, and also as a human societal ‘sself-fforce’, a ‘sself-rreflexive force’ -- a
force generated by, and from within, and from out of human society itself, but also a force “bending back
upon” its source; upon itself -- acting back upon, or acting within, and thereby changing, the very human
society from out of which it arises.
Marxian “productive force” is ‘sself-rreproductive self-fforce’, the self-reproductive force of human society, the
force of the self-a
accelerating self-eexpansion of ‘h
human socio-m
mass’. Accelerated ‘self-growth’ of ‘h
human
socio-m
mass’ is the cause of this force, and is also its effect. ‘H
Human socio-m
mass’ is the input, and is also the
output, and is also the ‘‘‘p
processor’’’ of that self-same ‘h
human socio-m
mass’ whose sustained self-accelerated
‘self-growth’ expresses, manifests, or materializes, that human society’s ‘ssocietal self-rreproductive self-fforce’.
As a ‘‘‘rrate of self-rreproduction’’’, a ‘reproductive rate’, this metric qualifies as kind of a ‘‘‘ffitness’’’ metric.
However, this metric does not measure Darwinian “fitness”, or any “fitness” of isolated human individuals. It
measures the collective, holistic ‘‘‘ffitness’’’ of a human society as a whole, or of the planetary human species
as a totality, only within which can individual human lives subsist and develop.
And it does not measure the collective Darwinian “fitness” of the human Genome alone. It also measures the
human species self-reproductive fitness of ‘tthe human Phenome’ -- indeed, it measures the co-evolving,
conjoint fitness of the integrated ‘h
human Phenome/h
human Genome’ complex unity, or ‘‘‘d
dialectical
synthesis’’’. The contributions to human species reproductive success of ‘tthe human Phenome’ versus those
of the “h
human Genome” can only be disentangled with great difficulty, if at all. By the latter term, ‘h
human
Phenome’, we mean human “culture” -- that now vast ‘ccumulum’ of exo-somatically transmitted, non-gene,
non-chromosomal, non-Genomic “memes”, the “memes pool” of heritable acquired human characteristics, of
learnings, of the fruits of “universal labor” [Marx], that have their core in spoken human language, and, later, in
written human language, but encompassing the ideas of the human mind, and the feelings of the human heart,
including Mythological, Religious , Philosophical, and Scientific ideas, that are by now at least as crucial as is
the human Genome to the ‘‘‘reproductive success’’’, survival, and prosperity of the human species. We call
the combined fitness of the ‘h
human Phenome/h
human Genome’ complex unity ‘M
Meta-Darwinian fitness’.
If this is what any metric of Marxian “productive force” must measure, then how do we measure it so?
The challenge is this: our ‘productive force’/‘Meta-Darwinian fitness’ metric needs two components -- one
quantifying the contribution of ‘the human Phenome’, the other quantifying the contribution of “the human
Genome”. And both of these components need to be measured with a common unit of measure, i.e., via a
common “dimension”.
We denote, by Gτ, the ‘G
Genomic mass’, the aggregate mass of living human individuals constituting the
population, during its time-period τ [e.g., a year], of that unit of human society whose internal ‘‘‘p
productive
force’’’ -- whose ‘ssocietal self-rreproductive self-fforce’ -- is to be measured: that social unit’s representative
human biomass for period τ, measured in units of grams -- “g
gm.”, or, in the 7th dialectical algebra,

.
2
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We denote, by Pτ, the ‘P
Phenomic mass’, the aggregate mass of human artifacts constituting the accoutrements,
the social infrastructure, the “property”, individually and collectively, of the social individuals populating that
unit of human society whose internal ‘‘‘p
productive force’’’ -- whose ‘ssocietal self-rreproductive self-fforce’ -human onto-mass’
is to be measured; that social unit’s representative artifact mass for period τ. We define the ‘h
-- the representative mass of the ‘h
human ontology’ extant during time period τ, the period τ mass of the
‘h
human onto’ -- to be the representative ‘h
human Socio-m
mass’ of period τ, Sτ ≡ Pτ + Gτ. We then apply the
seventh dialectical arithmetic in our systematic-d
dialectical systems-p
progression presentation of our systems of
dialectical arithmetics to formulate this ‘q
qualo-q
quantitative’ metric, as a function of these Gτ and Pτ “purely”
quantitative components. The variables Gτ and Pτ are not defined for negative values.
We then measure the ‘sself-rreproductive self-m
momentum’ of that social unit -- and, using such ‘sself-m
momenta’,
also measure its ‘sself-rreproductive self-fforce’ -- from the ‘p
past-sself-relative’, ‘past-p
period-relative’ growth
ο
‘sself-vvelocity’ of ‘h
human socio-mass’ self-expansion, as rendered in the image below. In that image, the ‘ ’
‘headdresses’ of certain of its symbols identify ‘q
qualo-q
quantitative’, or, equally, ‘q
quanto-‘q
qualitative’, values
[after Diophantus, «Arithmetica», circa 250 C.E.]. We say that positive[-signed], ‘h
human socio-mass’ increasing human
momentum’ exists, for period τ, whenever
societal ‘[self-re]productive self-vvelocity’/‘self-re]productive self-m
( (Pτ + Gτ) − (Pτ−1 + Gτ−1) ) = ∆(Pτ−1 + Gτ−1) = ∆Sτ−1 > 0. We say that positive ‘h
human-societal
[self-re]productive [self-]acceleration’/‘societal [self-re]productive [self-]fforce’ exists, for period τ, whenever
there is a gain in positive ‘self-[reproductive] momentum’ in period τ, relative to period τ−1 --

((Pτ + Gτ) − (Pτ−1 + Gτ−1)) = ∆(Pτ−1 + Gτ−1) > ∆(Pτ−2 + Gτ−2) = ((Pτ−1 + Gτ−1) − (Pτ−2 + Gτ−2)).
In the image below, the ‘sgn( (Pτ−1 + Gτ−1) − (Pτ−2 + Gτ−2) )’ factor in the numerator rectifies the sign of
the whole expression when either the sign of the ( (Pτ−1 + Gτ−1) − (Pτ−2 + Gτ−2) ) denominator, or the signs
of both the ( (Pτ + Gτ) − (Pτ−1 + Gτ−1) ) numerator-component, and the denominator, are negative [in sign].
For the ‘h
human-ssocietal self-rreproductive self-fforce’ to exist -- indeed, for the human species, as such, to
exist, for long -- both Pτ and Gτ must be greater than zero. Living representatives of the human Genome, but
stripped of all ‘Phenomic artifacts’, and so remaining, do not constitute a viable, sustainable human-social unit,
and therefore do not qualify as manifesting the existence of human-social self-reproductive force. An
accumulation of ‘Phenomic artifacts’ alone, no matter how massive & how vast, if devoid of any living human
population, do not constitute a human-social unit at all, and, likewise, qualify even less as manifesting the
existence of human-social-reproductive self-fforce. In either case, the value of this ‘self-fforce’ is not ‘0’, but,
rather, takes on the ‘‘‘value’’’ ‘n
non-eexistent’, connoted by ‘ ’. Therefore, the factor (Pτ ⋅ Gτ)/(Pτ ⋅ Gτ) in
the image of the productive-fforce formula below is included. Its value is 1, producing no impact on the overall
value of the metric, as long as both Pτ and Gτ are greater than zero. But if either Pτ or Gτ, or both, go the
value to ‘0’, which we call ‘empty zero’, then the value of the ‘q
quantifier’ part of the whole metric becomes
(0/0). Taking the ‘metrical qualifiers’ into account, we have ‘full zero’ as the result for the entire expression --

/ (0 )

(0)
2

≡

/

≡

.

2

The image below illustrates the construction of our metric for the Marxian, ‘‘‘social [re-]productive force’’’ --
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A generic rendering of the systematic dialectic of dynamics-measuring formulas out of which the core of the
metric imaged above emerges -- a presentational dialectic that we have just concluded for the specific case of
our developing dynamics-metric for ‘social-reproductive self-fforce’ -- is portrayed in the following image --
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0

When, in our seventh dialectical arithmetic/a
algebra, a ‘‘‘q
quantifier’’’ value of ‘empty zero’, , multiplies the
‘m
metrical qualifier’ in one of its ‘q
qualo-q
quantitative’ arithmetical/algebraic expressions, the result is
axiomatically, but also intuitively, held to be what we call ‘full zero’, which we denote by -- ‘ ’ -- a new
kind of arithmetical value, which first takes full shape in this seventh system of dialectical arithmetic. This
no longer exists’, i.e.,
‘full zero’ value, in the axioms-system of this seventh dialectical arithmetic, stands for ‘n
for the qualitative, ontological ‘‘‘n
non-eexistence’’’ of the entity measured by the formula when that formula
takes on this value, signifying, in the formula of the image above, as in the logic of our argument, above, that
human-ssocial productive force can exist only while both Pτ & Gτ maintain above-zero values, Pτ > 0 < Gτ.
Of course, this productive force metric can momentaneously and transiently pass through the ‘full zero’ value,
whenever the velocity of social reproduction crosses over, from negative to positive values, or from positive to
negative values, momentarily ‘d
demanifesting’ this force [e.g., during famines, economic depressions, wars, genocides, etc.]. But
Gτ = 0 and/or Pτ = 0 means lasting ‘ddemanifestation’ of this force for the social locus so-measured. For
more about our seventh dialectical arithmetic, the “M
Mu” arithmetic,

µ ≡R

R

ΜU

≡R

ΜQ N

, and its

7

new ‘meta-number’, ‘full zero’, ‘ ’, see pp. A-9
9 to A-1
14, and pp. A-1
18 to A-2
21, in Supplement A to the
F.E.D. Introductory Letter, composed by our F.E.D. General Council’s Secretary-General, H. de Nemores -http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Primer_files/3_F.E.D.%20Intro.%20Letter,%20Supplement%20A-1_OCR.pdf .

Each of these four, ‘Diversity = F(Unity)’-form[atted] ‘‘‘eequations’’’, is actually an ‘‘‘eequation of
equations’, i.e., an ‘‘‘eequation of second degree’’’, a ‘m
meta-eequation’. Each is a ‘m
meta-eequation’ unit because
mere equation’’’ units -each is made up out of a [qualitatively, ontologically] heterogeneous multiplicity of ‘‘‘m
a qualitatively different equation-unit for each quantitatively different value of its specific version of the epoch
counter/driver-variable, τx, x ∈ { ∀, m, r, f }. Since “eequations” constitute “m
mathematical models”, any
meta-eequation’ for domain x is also a ‘m
meta-m
model’ of domain x, i.e., is a ‘m
model of models’, a ‘‘‘m
model of
‘m
second degree’’’, such ‘m
meta-m
models’ being made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of ‘‘‘historically«sspeci»-fic’’’, ‘epoch-«sspeci»-fic’ mere models, thus models of only ‘‘‘ffirst degree”, bridged together by the
‘‘‘meta-eevolutionary’’’, ‘ontologically revolutionary’ temporal, historical boundaries, and by the historic
transitions, between/from one epoch, and/to its successor epoch. The latter three of the four ‘m
meta-m
models’
introduced above are all instances of what we term ‘p
psychohistorical-d
dialectical meta-m
models’ -- per our
paradigm, one which we have named ‘p
psychohistorical materialism’ -- because those ‘m
meta-m
models’ focus on
the ‘p
psycheic’, on ‘p
psyches-bearing’, i.e., on the human[oid] stage(s)/portion(s), of ‘ccosmological metaevolution’, i.e., of ‘‘‘tthe Dialectic of Nature’’’ as a whole. The latter 3 ‘m
meta-m
models’ deliver human ‘socioontological category-symbols’ in the chronological order -- in the ‘τx order’ -- in which the first units that
formed the ‘p
psychohistorical material content’ of each given ‘h
human-social kind’ category came into
existence, relative to that of the other ‘h
human-social kind’ categories modeled, all in accordance with our
principle of ‘cchrono-eempiricism’. That is, such ‘m
meta-m
model’ fulfill ‘tthe chrono-eempirical imperative’ of
reproducing, symbolically, the actual, historical ‘‘‘o
order of appearance’’’ [cf. Chardin] of once-new ‘h
human
social ontology’, i.e., producing their symbols in empirically-accurate chronological, ‘d
diachronic dialectical
order’. Further, such ‘d
dialectical meta-eequation meta-m
models’, formulated in the same ‘d
dialectical
«ccharacteristica universalis»’ algebra described above, and the one that is used to formulate each of the four
‘[p
psycho]h
historical-dialectical meta-eequations’ just addressed, can also deliver ‘‘‘ssystematic order’’’ -‘ssynchronic order’, taxonomic order; classificatory order, or ‘‘‘pedagogical order’’’ -- as well as the kind of
‘d
diachronic order’, “temporal order”, chronological order, or ‘‘‘h
historical order’’’, ‘‘‘o
order of appearance’’’
«sspecies» of order delivered by the four ‘m
meta-eequations’ just introduced above [Marx, «Grundrisse», ibid., pp. 100-1108].
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That is, such ‘d
dialectical meta-eequations’ can generate category-describing/-specifying algebraic terms in
dialectical order’,
‘‘‘systematic’’’, taxonomic, classificatory, ‘‘‘ssynchronic cross-section’’’, or “snapshot” ‘d
not just in ‘‘‘longitudinal’’’, ‘‘‘cchronological’’’, ‘d
diachronic dialectical order’.
For such ‘ssynchronic, present-ational’ -- ‘p
present-aation of the present historical state’ -- ‘eexpositional cumula’
of ontological categories, we use a sign of ‘‘‘curvaceous’’’ motif,
, in place of the sign of ‘‘‘angular’’’
X

motif,

s
X

〉-|-〈τ , the latter being used for ‘hhistorical cumula’ -- ‘ddiachronically dialectically-oordered

X

X

categorial cumula’ -- as exemplified in the four ‘m
meta-eequations’ described above. These ‘‘‘angular’’’ versus
historical-d
dialectical’’’ versus for
‘‘‘curvaceous’’’ motifs in fact pervade the respective symbols-sets for the ‘‘‘h
the ‘‘‘ssystematic-d
dialectical’’’ divisions of F.E.D. dialectics, throughout.
The categorial ‘ccumulum’ for/of each step, sx, in such a modeled systematic presentation, for a domain, x,
contains, not only the entire ‘‘‘heritage’’’ of all category-symbols generated from all previous steps, up to the
immediately/consecutively previous step, (sx − 1), but also contains category-symbols for the newest
categorial-ccombinatoric fruition of the user’s mental ‘interactioning’, & mental ‘self-actioning’, of all
categories symbolically contained/explicit/extant/presented as of that previous step, (sx − 1), of presentation.
However, the categorial ‘ccumulum’ for/of step sx does not [yet] explicitly, symbolically contain the
categorial-ccombinatoric fruition of the user’s mental ‘interactioning’, and mental ‘self-actioning’, of the net
new categories symbolically contained/explicit/extant/p
presented as of the immediately, consecutively next step
after that previous step, (sx − 1), of the presentation, namely, of step ((sx − 1) + 1) = sx, i.e., of the user’s
mental ‘‘‘[self-]hybridizing’’’ [mental ‘interactioning’ & mental ‘self-actioning’] of/among those net new
category-symbols themselves, nor of that ‘interactioning’ of those net new category-symbols with all of the old
category-symbols, that were already extant in, and/or previously ‘present-ed’, before and/or up-to-andincluding, step (sx − 1). The latter categorial-ccombinatoric fruitions belong to the next step beyond step sx,
i.e., to step (sx + 1), and also to its sequel, given the second, external-cconservation moment of our algebra’s
double-cconservation «a
aufheben» product-rule ‘cconservativity’, as distinct from that product-rule’s first,
internal-cconservation moment ‘cconservativity’, the ‘m
meta-m
monadizing’, neo-«a
arithmos»-forming moment.
Regarding the systematic order modeling potential of the ‘d
dialectical «ccharacteristic universalis» algebra’ that
we have been considering, let us now consider a few specific examples.
Consider, for one example, the first, ‘‘‘deepest’’’ triad of Hegel’s «Wissenschaft der Logik» [The Science of
Logic], in step sL = 1 of that presentation [as we model it]. This opening step of Hegel’s categorialprogression, systematic[-d
dialectical]-m
method-o
of-p
presentation [Marx] exposition of, ostensively, the core
categories of modern human-social cognition, i.e., for the capitalist epoch of ‘the human Phenome’
[the epoch that was ambient for Hegel], covers the dialectical logic of the most general, most abstract layer
of that cognition, per Hegel.
We have labeled, by x = L, the domain of Hegel’s Science of Logic. This domain may be solvable as --

L

sL

=

B

L

s
3 L

=

s
3 L
L
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-- if we take ‘LB’ to connote Hegel’s «a
arché»/starter-category -- that of abstract, indeterminate, immediate,
pure ‘‘‘B
Being’’’ -- as the first «sspecies» of what we term ‘B
Being-in-«g
gene»-ral’. For step sL = 1, the RHS of
this ‘d
dialectical equation-m
model’ generates a triadic categorial ‘iideo-ccumulum’ --

1

L

=

B
L

1
3

If we “solve” our 2nd term, L
B

L

3

=

=

B
L
BB,

L

3
B

=

L

B

L

BB

L

BBB.

as connoting Hegel’s other/o
opposite category to that denoted by

-- that opposite being ‘‘‘abstract, indeterminate, immediate, pure, content-less Nothing[ness]’’’, hence

connoted by L

BB

≡L

category connoted by L

N

≡ LN -- then it follows that our 3rd term, L

(BB)B

≡L

NB ,

or by a category connoted by L

BBB,

is to be ‘‘‘solved’’’ as/by a

B(BB)

≡L

BN .

The way in which the ‘‘‘u
units’’’ of the category of ‘‘‘N
Nothing’’’, LN, can be grasped as arising -- for the
human mind, as the actor/agent/subject, ‘mentally-embodying’ the first category, LB -- from [out of] the
content of that first category, LB, itself, as a[n] ‘[sself-]«a
aufheben» [sself-]m
meta-u
unit-iization’, or as a
‘[sself-]m
meta-«m
monad»-iization’, of the units, or «m
monads», of category LB, is not easy to discern. However,
once discerned, this discernment opens out into a vast consideration -- indeed, into a dialectical, immanent
critique -- of, not just “The German Ideology”, but of no less than ‘T
The Modern Ideology’ as a whole,
including of modern mathematics as a whole, since that mathematics constitutes merely the most rarefied
distillation of that, modern, ‘“eelementary value-fform’’’ [Marx], «m
mentalité» as a whole. This discernment
may arise via reflection upon the dialectic of the ‘finitary Set of all sets cognitive self-m
movement’, which we
U 2s

Ss

, given Ss+1 ≡ Ss ≡ Ss ∪ 2 , with ‘U ≡ O0’ denoting the “U
Univers[e][al]
model as Ss = 2
Set”, or initial “set of all [“U
Ur”-]O
Objects’’’, and, more deeply still, via the ‘p
psychohistorical materialist’ take on
2

auto-k
kinesis»’, which we model as Os =
the dialectic of the ‘finitary set of all Objects «iideo-a

U

2s

, again,

Os

via the ‘Power-Set Evolute Product Rule’, Os ≡ Os ∪ 2
≡ Os+1, for the ‘“multiplication”’ of sets.
Indeed, these two ‘iideo-d
dialectics’ constitute the [cf. Marx] ‘cell-forms’, or ‘“seed-forms’’’, of all of our
discoveries. But here, in this locus, we must pass over them, for the present.
2

The category-symbol ‘L
L

NB = L

B N’

connotes the new, third category that results as the combination, or

categorial/conceptual ‘‘‘h
hybridization’’’ and ‘‘‘rreconciliation’’’, or ‘‘‘d
dialectical synthesis’’’//‘‘‘ccomplex
unity’’’//‘‘‘ccomplex unification’’’, of category L B and/with category L N, as -L

L

N

L

B =

L

B

L

NB

N

L

BN.

L

-- and/versus as --

B

L

N =

L

L

[The above two category-symbols are distinct in meaning -- even opposite -- connotationally, but not

distinguishable arithmetically, in our algebra, unless we substitute the ‘‘‘G
Gödelian’’’ version of the ‘d
double-cconservation «a
aufheben» evolute product rule’ axiom, for
the version of that axiom described herein. For more about this alternate axiom, see http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Dialectic_Ideography_files/6_DialecticsPart1c-Briefing_OCR.pdf, p. I - 151.].
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We may “solve” for this symbol, ‘L
L

NB’,

or ‘L
L

BN’,

as connoting the third category of Hegel’s «Logik», that

which Hegel names ‘‘‘B
BeComing’’’, and which Hegel defines as the total movement, consisting of two
Nothing’’’, L N, [in]to ‘‘‘B
Being’’’, LB, which Hegel names ‘‘‘C
Coming
“moments” -- (1) the passage from ‘‘‘N
L

[in]tto Be[ing]’’’ [well connoted by L

BN,

L

intimating ‘L
L

B←N’,

the conversion, of Nothing by Being, into

Being], and; (2) the passage from ‘‘‘B
Being’’’, LB, to ‘‘‘N
Nothing’’’, LN, which Hegel names ‘‘‘C
Ceasing [to]
Be[iing]’’’ [well connoted by L

N B,

which suggests ‘L
L

N←B’,

the conversion, of Being by Nothing, into

Nothing], & which, as a whole, as the dialectical unit[yy] of these 2 “moments”/‘sub-movements’, constitutes
Hegel’s ‘‘‘B
BeComing’’’ category --

Consider, for another ‘ssynchronic, systematic dialectical order’ example, the full [table of] content(s) of
Marx’s treatise, «Kapital» [Capital, A Critique of Political Economy], volumes I, II, & III [but not including “volume IV”, Theories of
Surplus-Value, ‘“T
The [pre-]H
History of the [Marxian] Theory [of Surplus Value]”’] -- the domain that we will label, herein, by
x = K . For an ‘‘‘abridged’’’ such example, manageable within the confines of this sketch, consider Marx’s
«magnum opus» in terms of only its categories regarding the ‘socio-ontology’ of the forms of exchange-vvalue
involved in the «ccirkulationsprocess» of «k
kapitals», within Marx’s ‘‘‘ssystematic-d
dialectical’’’, ‘ssynchronicdialectical’ ‘‘‘m
method of presentation’’’ exposition of the political-economic core categories of modern, i.e., of
capitalist, daily life, social «p
praxis»/social practice, and human cognition. Symbols connoting these categories
can be symbolically generated, for presentation in a pedagogically-advantageous, systematic, classificatory,
taxonomic ‘d
dialectical order’, i.e., cumulatively, starting from the simplest, most abstract, least determinate
category, and progressing, consecutively, step-by-s
step, all the way down [or, for Marx, all the way “up”: see Karl Marx,
«Grundrisse», ibid., p. 101, “...rising from the abstract to the concrete...”] to the most ‘‘‘determinate’’’, i.e., most ‘determinations-rich’,
most complex, most ‘thought-concrete’ «ccirkulationsprocess» category. Those category-symbols can be so
generated, in that systematic order, via following the ‘d
dialectical model-eequation’ for the [table of] content(s)
of Marx’s «Kapital», for its «ccirkulationsprocess» categories, its ‘‘‘value-forms’’’ categories [only], by starting
from Marx’s ‘‘‘mid-scale’’’, ‘‘‘mid-deep’’’ «a
arché»-/starter-category -- not from the ‘deepest’ «a
arché»
category, that of “tthe elementary or accidental form of value”, of VOL. I, PART I, CHAPTER I., Section 3.,
[sub-section] A., nor from the near-“surface of society” «a
arché» category, that of «d
der produktionsprocess des
kapitals», of VOL. I as a whole, but from the category, of “C
Commodities”, of VOL. I, PART I, CHAPTER I.
as a whole. The resulting first triad of categories is -E.D. Brief #8, v.4: Intellectual Autobiography of Karl Seldon
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This category, of “C
Commodities”, is that of the ‘Capitalism-ssynchronic’, ‘‘‘present’’’, ‘‘‘contemporary’’’ kind
Commodities” units, sold for “M
Monies” units -- in exchange for consumer-revenues, or for Capital “M
Monies”
of “C
-- i.e., not, typically, bartered commodities, as were the historically first, diachronically [surpassed] past kinds
of commodities. Herein, we will connote this, contemporaneous, «sspecies» of “C
Commodities”, by the categorysymbol KC. Given the foregoing, the ‘d
dialectical meta-eequation’ for Marx’s circulation-sphere categories is --

K

sK

=

KC

s
2 K

s
2 K

=

K

.

C

For its third and final step, step sK = 3, the ‘d
dialectical meta-eequation meta-m
model’ above generates the
following progression / ‘ccumulum’ of ‘socio-econo-ontological’ categories, per our “solution” of it -3

K

[Note:

3

=

KC

2

=

8

KC

=

KC

KM

K

MC

KK

K

KC

K

KM

K

KMC

K

KK.

In this, latter, ‘m
meta-eequation’, vis-à-vis the former ‘m
meta-eequation’, the ‘d
dialectical meta-eequation’ format has also changed, from one of --

meta-eequation’, to, for the latter ‘m
meta-eequation’, one of -‘IImplicit Categorial Diversity = F(Explicit Categorial Unity)’, for the former ‘m
‘Implicit Categorial Diversity = . . . = Explicit Categorial Diversity’].

In the sK = 3 ‘d
dialectical equation’, as “solved” above, we have the following ‘socio-ontological’ categories:

(1) [«Kapital», Vol. I, Part I, Chapter I.] Our «aarché» category, KC, connotes the human, ‘[psycho]historicalmaterial’, ‘socio-econo-ontological category’ of exchange-value in the form of “C
Commodities”;

(2) [Ibid., Vol. I, Part I, Chapter III.] Category KM connotes the human-social, ‘[psycho]historical-material’,
‘econo-ontological category’ of exchange-value as ‘“M
Monies”’, as KM = K CC. Not physically, but in
collective-cognitive, symbolic, ‘‘‘socio-psychological’’’ terms, in the minds of ‘C
Commodities-personifying’
and ‘M
Monies-personifying’ human agents, each Money unit is, essentially, a ‘m
meta-C
Commodity’ unit, made out
of the heterogeneous multiplicity/mental list of all of the qualitatively different kinds of Commodity units that
will exchange for [quantitatively-definite aggregates of] that Monies [unit]. This symbol arises, ‘qualocomputationally’, from KC
dialectical antithesis’
KC
KC = K CC = KM, as the first [full] ‘d
category in/of this ‘‘‘m
method of presentation’’’ dialectic, a supplementary opposite to «a
arché» category, KC;

(3) [Vol. I, Part I, Chap. III., Sec. 2.] Category K

MC connotes

the human, ‘[psycho]historical-material’,

‘econo-ontological category’ of exchange-value as the ongoing, incessant modern social process/movement of
the ‘‘‘M
Monies-m
mediated “[Simple] CiR
Rculation” of Commodities”’, { C M C’ }, as the ‘‘‘d
dialectical
synthesis’’’ / ‘‘‘ccomplex unity’’’ / ‘socio-ontological hybridization’ / ‘alternating combination’ of the content
of the ‘“M
Monies”’ category with that of the ‘“C
Commodities”’ category, the first [full] ‘‘‘d
dialectical synthesis’’’
category in this ‘p
present-a
ational dialectic’, or ‘‘‘d
dialectical present-a
ation’’’, of Marx’s. This symbol arises,
‘qualo-computationally’, from KM
KC
KC = K MC, or from
KC
KM
KM = K CM,
yielding, in terms of overall results, KR = K

MC

=K

CM

as the first [full] ‘u
uni-ccategory’ in/of this Marxian

‘‘‘m
method of presentation’’’ dialectic.
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(4) [Vol. I, Part II] Category K

MM

= KK connotes the ‘[psycho]historical-material’, modern, ‘socio-econo-

Kapitals», i.e., as the supplementary opposite to KM; ‘contra-KM’
ontological category’ of exchange-value as «K
or ‘meta-KM’ as KK; not the processes { C M C’ }, but their inverses, { M C M’ }. This generic,
«g
genos» «K
Kapitals» category, has, implicitly, many «sspecies» & sub-«sspecies», and, also implicitly, countless
units/iindividuals/«m
monads». This category-symbol is the second ‘‘‘d
dialectical [ffull] antithesis’’’ categorysymbol in this ‘p
present-a
ational dialectic’, for «K
Kapitals» as ‘the autocatalytic forms of exchange-values’, i.e.,
as [cf. Marx] “self-expanding [exchange-]values”, M C M’ | M’ > M, M’ − M = gross profit = ∆M = the
“purely” quantitative increment of capital-value “[self-]expansion”, as “realization” of surplus-labor’s surplusvalue. Not physically, but in collective-cognitive/symbolic/‘‘‘socio-psychological’’’ terms, e.g., in the minds of
capitalists, each ‘“individual «K
Kapital»”’ unit is a ‘meta-M
Money’ unit, made up out of a multiplicity of { ±∆Mτ }
[M
Money units aggregates, representing periodic profit or loss], from past [accounting] periods, τ. ‘Qualocomputationally’, this category-symbol arises as KM
KM
KM = K
MM = KK;
(5) [Vol. II, Part I, Chapter III. ] Category K

KC

connotes a human, ‘[psycho]historical-material’, modern,

‘socio-econo-ontological category’ of exchange-values as ‘‘‘C
Commodity-«K
Kapitals»’’’, or as ‘‘‘«K
Kapital»-ized
Commodities’’’, typically as ‘‘‘Industrial-«K
Kapitals»’’’, manifesting transiently in the form of ‘C
Commodityassemblages’, e.g., ‘‘‘C
Commodity-inventories’’’, as one of the 3 major «sspecies» of the generic, «g
genos»
Kapitals» category. This is the first ‘d
dialectical partial synthesis’ of the ‘“C
Commodities”’,
Vol. II «K
‘“M
Monies”’, & ‘“«K
Kapitals»”’ categories that has been evoked/presented so far [i.e., to step sK = 3], but, as
dialectical synthesis’’’/‘‘‘ccomplex unity’’’/‘socio-ontological hybridization’/‘‘‘ccombination’’’ of just
the ‘‘‘d
the KK & KC categories, it thus still falls short of ‘co-ssynthesis’/‘co-h
hybridization’/‘co-ccombination’ also with
the contents of the KM category. It arises, by ‘qualo-computation’, as KK
KC
KC = K
KC;
(6) [Vol. II, Part I, Chapter I. ] Category K

KM

connotes the human, ‘[psycho]historical-material’, modern,

‘econo-ontological category’ of exchange-values as ‘‘‘M
Money-«K
Kapitals»’’’, or as ‘‘‘«K
Kapital »-ized Monies’’’,
typically ‘‘‘Industrial-«K
Kapitals»’’’, manifesting transiently in the form of ‘M
Money-assemblages’, e.g., as
‘‘‘liquid capital(s)’’’, as one of the 3 major «sspecies» of the generic, «g
genos» Vol. II «K
Kapitals» category.
This is the second ‘‘d
dialectical partial synthesis’ of the ‘“C
Commodities”’, ‘“M
Monies”’ & ‘“«K
Kapitals»”’
categories that has been evoked/presented so far [i.e., to step sK = 3], but, as the ‘‘‘d
dialectical
synthesis’’’/‘‘‘ccomplex unity’’’/‘socio-ontological hybridization’/‘‘‘ccombination’’’ of just the KK & KM
categories alone, it thus still falls short of ‘co-ssynthesis’/‘co-h
hybridization’/‘co-ccombination’ also with the
contents of the KC category. This category-symbol arises, in terms of ‘qualo-computation’, by way of the
= K KM cumulum-component categories multiplication/subtraction calculation.
KK
KM
KM
(7) [Vol. II, Part III, especially Chapter XXI. ] Category K

KMC,

or K

K[M
MC],

connotes the human,

‘[psycho]historical-material’, ‘socio-econo-ontological category’ of exchange-values as the ongoing, incessant,
interrupted by “economic crisis”, modern, [i.e., capitalist] social process of the appropriation/subsumption/‘‘‘internalization’’’/‘‘‘conversion’’’, by the actual content intended by the ‘“«K
Kapitals»”’ category, of much
[but not of all] of the systematically simpler, less-inclusive, less ‘‘‘thought-concrete’’’ contents of the earlier
presented category of the also incessant modern social process of ‘‘‘M
Monies-m
mediated “[Simple ] CiR
Rculation”
of Commodities”’, { C M C’ }, connoted by category-symbol 3 in this symbols progression, K MC.
Thus, { C M C’ } conceals both {...KC KM KC’...}, & {...KM KC...P...KC’ KM’...}, i.e., capital in
the form of commodities exchanging for [selling to] capital in the form of money, exchanging again in turn for
capital in the form of commodities, as well as in the form of the inverse motion, and so on ... .
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The category denoted K

MC ,

recall, is the ‘ffirst dialectical FULL synthesis’ category in this dialectical

categorial progression, i.e., combining all [in this case, combining both] of the previously-extant ‘[a
anti]tthesis
categories’, namely, KM and KC, that have been symbolically evoked/presented up to K MC, i.e., up to the
step [s
step sK = 2] in which category K

MC first

this case the fourth term of that step, the term

K

explicitly arises, excepting only the very last, latest term, in

MM

= KK, which represents the newest, in this case, the

second, ‘‘‘a
antithesis category’’’ to be evoked in this categories-p
progression up to that step, step sK = 2.
Category K

K[M
MC]

represents / evokes / invokes / presents the ‘ssecond dialectical FULL synthesis’ category of

this dialectical categorial progression, i.e., again, combining all [in this case, all three] ‘previously-extantized’
‘tthesis or antithesis categories’, namely, KK, KM, and KC, that have been symbolically and systematically
evoked/invoked/presented up to K K[M
step sK = 3] in which category K K[M
MC], i.e., up to the step [s
MC] first
explicitly arises, and, again, excepting only the very last, latest term in this step, in this case, the eighth term,
the still “u
unknown” term denoted algebraically by K KK = ?, which represents the newest, in this case, the
3rd, ‘‘‘a
antithesis category’’’ to be evoked in this categories-p
progression up to/through that step, sK = 3.
Category K

KMC connotatively

includes/combines/synthesizes/‘econo-ontologically hybridizes’, in effect, two

of the three major «sspecies» of the “fully-developed”/Marx-contemporaneous ‘Industrial-«K
Kapital»’ «g
genos»,
namely K KC and K KM, excluding only “P
Productive Capital”.
Thus, in toto, in net effect, category K

K MC ,

as interpreted/“solved” herein, connotes a partial [‘‘‘evolute’’’]

‘‘‘appropriation’’’ / subsumption / ‘‘‘cconversion’’’ of the also already present/contemporaneous empirical
content referenced by K MC -- the category of the ‘simple circulation of Commodities via the mediation of
Monies’ -- by «K
Kapital», by the empirical content referenced by category KK ≡

K

K

=

K

MM;

that is, the

‘econo-ontological «K
Kapital»-ization’ of that ‘simple ciR
Rculation of Commodities’’’, into ‘C
Commodity-C
Capital
Capital’, i.e., into what Marx called ‘‘‘The...Circulation of the Total Social Capital’’’,
circulation by Money-C
and which phrase forms, in fact, the very title of the final part of «D
Das Kapital», vol. II. Category K KMC
arises, in a ‘qualo-computational’ sense, as:

KK

K

MC

K

MC

=

K

K[M
MC]

=

K

K MC ;

(8) [Vol. I, Part VIII, Chapter XXXII.; Vol. III, Part V, Chapter XXVII.; see also «Grundrisse», p. 410, ¶1]
Category K KK = ? is the third and final ‘d
dialectical anti-tthesis, or ‘m
meta-tthesis’, category-symbol that is, per
our solution, within the scope of Marx’s dialectical, immanent critique of the ideology-vitiated social science
of capitalist political-economics, i.e., for Marx’s ‘p
presentational dialectical categorial progression’ model/theorization of the modern «K
Kapitals»-system.
Before delving into the detailed content of this culminating category, per our ‘‘‘solution’’’ as to its meaning, let
us first put in place some overview characterizations of this systematic capitalism ‘m
meta-m
model meta-eequation’
as a whole.
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The following image provides a models specification for the models contained in this ‘m
meta-m
model’ --
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The following four images depict, in the first image, a pre-presentation grasp of the capitals-system, followed
by, in the next three images, the first 3 stages of its Marxian presentation in «Das Kapital», for those
meta-m
model’ captures -circulations-process value-forms which this ‘m
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The Content of this Model’s Final Category. The other category-symbols that share, with category-symbol
K KK, a common form, generically, the form X YY, with a double occurrence of the same subscript epithet,
namely, the category-symbol K

CC

= KM, from step sK = 1 onward, & the category-symbol K

MM

= KK,

from step sK = 2 onward, served to raise the presenter’s and presentee(’s’) attentions from the content of a
category of the form X

Y to

the content of a category of the form X

constrains, and delimits [p
part of] what also inheres in the X

YY,

Y category,

organized only up to the level of the content inhering in that category, X
synchronically elevated as/in[to] a higher category, category X

YY,

a content that elevates and contains,
a content that may once have been
Y,

but a content that is presently,

but a higher category that exists still within

the sphere of the modern «K
Kapitals»-system, and still within the totality of the phenomena of that «K
Kapitals»system, and within the historical empirical experience of modern, contemporary individuals, human social
individuals living within that «K
Kapitals»-system, as microcosmic parts of that «K
Kapitals»-system -- presentor
and presentee(s) alike. However, in the case of category-symbol K KK, whose ‘K’ subscript epithet stands for
Kapitals»-system, i.e., for «K
Kapital» itself, K
the highest ‘self-hybrid’ category of the «K

MM

=K

K

≡ KK, this

‘category-symbol’ must therefore refer to a content, to a reality, at least tendentially beyond, and outside of, the
present «K
Kapitals»-system, a category belonging, thus, to the potential future of this humanity, or to the
transition from that present to that future.
This category thus points to a humanity self-organized, predominantly, via a new ‘socio-econo-ontology’, via a
‘‘‘new social relationship of production’’’, beyond [but still «a
aufheben»-ccontaining] the ‘«K
Kapital»-relation’,
and one thus beyond the present explicit experience of presentor and presentee(s) alike, though some of them
may have witnessed/experienced, implicitly, if often typically also unwittingly, the “sprouts”, the “transitional
forms”, the ‘protoic’, ‘“embryonic forms”’, the ‘‘‘seed-forms’’’ or ‘‘‘cell-forms’’’, of this future [cf. Marx, Capital,
Vol. III, Part V, Chapter XXVII.] -- forms already extant in the present, synchronic historical moment of the stillcontinuing self-reproduction of the «K
Kapitals»-system, but often discernible as such only via deep scientific
insight. [E.g., per Marx, the worker-owned/worker-managed producer-cooperatives/“cooperative factories”
exemplify such a ‘‘‘seed-form’’’. To our eyes, these “co-ops” foreshadow the soon to be recognized Human
Right, & economic-d
democratic institution/ssocial property relation-o
of-p
production, of ‘C
Citizen Stewardship
Equity’, whatever may be the name under which it finally becomes known, to future history].
In the «Grundrisse», Marx put the matter -- from his methodological point of view, including with respect to
his method of presentation of the content that was later to become «D
Das Kapital» -- in this way:
“...our method indicates the points where historical investigation must enter in, or where bourgeois economy as a merely
historical form of the production process points beyond itself to earlier historical modes of production. In order to
develop the laws of bourgeois economy, therefore, it is not necessary to write the real history of the relations of
production.”
“But the correct observation and deduction of these laws, as having themselves become in history, always leads to
primary equations -- like the empirical numbers e.g. in natural science -- which point towards a past lying behind
[KS: i.e., located both “bbefore”, and internalized presently “w
within”] this system.”
“These indications [Andeutung], together with a correct grasp of the present, then also offer the key to the understanding
of the past -- a work in its own right which, it is hoped, we shall be able to undertake as well [KS: alas, Marx did not live to do so].”
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“This correct view likewise leads at the same time to points at which the suspension [KS: i.e., at which the ‘«aaufheben»ing’] of the present form of production relations gives signs of its becoming -- foreshadowings of the future.”
bourgeois phases appear as merely historical, i.e. suspended [KS: i.e., as ‘«aaufheben»-aated’]
“Just as, on one side the pre-b
pre-suppositions, so do the contemporary conditions of production likewise appear as engaged in suspending themselves
[KS: i.e., in ‘[sself-]«aaufheben»-atiing [themselves]’] and hence in positing the historic presuppositions for a new state of society.”

[Karl Marx, «Grundrisse», ibid., pp. 460-4461, italic-bold, underlined, shadowed, and color emphases added].
In our “interpretation” of our ‘d
dialectical meta-eequation’ for the ‘‘‘value-forms’’’ content of Marx’s Capital,
e.g., in our “solution” for the meaning of the last category-symbol that this ‘m
meta-eequation’ generates, K KK,
the symbol K

KK refers

to the ‘m
meta-’ part, to the ‘m
meta-eevolutionary’ moment, to which the self-eevolution of

capitalism leads; to the appearance of the contemporary -- capitalist -- conditions of social reproduction as
engaged not only in the -- more and more degraded -- reproduction of the capital-rrelation and, hence, of the
capitalist system, but as also engaged in self-«a
aufheben» self-n
negating [Nicolaus: “ssuspending”] themselves, and
hence in positing the historic presuppositions for a potential future, new state of society, whose founding
relation we, as already indicated earlier, call ‘‘‘E
Equitism’’’, or ‘the Generalized Equity social relation of
production’, symbolized herein as K KK = K E = KE, & connoting a transition, [ffrom] out of capitalism, &
[iin]tto a new, higher, more Eq
quitable, more just, far more democratic system of human social reproduction.
Thus, we see K

KK as

connoting the self-ccritique, the dialectical, immanent critique, or the immanently-

critical dialectical self-n
negation, of K
immanent / self-ccritique, of K

C

K

≡ KK, the «K
Kapitals»-category, just as K

CC connotes,

for us, the

≡ KC, of the ‘‘‘C
Commodities’’’ category, as encompassing the totality of the

categorial ‘meta-anatomy’ & ‘meta-physiology’ of the «K
Kapitals»-system, & just as K
for us, the immanent / self-ccritique of K

M

MM

connotes, again,

≡ KM, of the ‘‘‘M
Monies’’’ category, as taken to be a category that

exhausts the categorial ‘meta-anatomy’ & ‘meta-physiology’ of the «K
Kapitals»-system, i.e., as theorizing/explaining that system in its totality.
The immanent / self-ccritique of K
K

M in

the form of K

MM

C

≡ KC in the form of K

CC

= KM, and the immanent / self-ccritique of

= KK, send the attentions of the presentor and of the presentee(s) to a present

higher categorial locus still within the compass, and the ken, of capitalism, plus to implicit resonances with
categories that first existed also in the ‘b
before-side’ of the «K
Kapitals»-system, in its past-eempirical [and,
archaeologically -- as archaeological remains -- present-eempirical] ‘‘‘temporal-side’’’. On the contrary, the
immanent critique, or self-ccritique, of K K ≡ KK in the form of K KK = K E = KE, exceeds and transcends
K

K

≡ KK, transcends its very domain, ‘K’, and points toward an as yet ‘u
un-p
present’, new domain, one which

we can therefore, initially, only designate negatively, by ‘K’. That critique categorially transcends capitalism
itself, and sends the presenter’s, and presentee(’s’), attentions into the inward, anticipatory direction of all that is
as-yet-‘u
un-experienced’, to the not-yyet-eempirical ‘a
after-side’ of the «K
Kapitals»-system, thus aiding the
inferentially-rigorous ‘‘‘p
pre-iimagination’’’ of that ‘a
after-side’ [see Marx, Capital, vol. I, Part III, Chapter VII., Sec. 1., definition of
human labor], by presenter and presentee(s) alike, via its em pirically present “s
sprouts”.
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The category K

KK thus

also connotes, and ‘pre-constructs’, symbolically/linguistically, i.e., ‘pre-says’, or

‘“pre-dicts”’, a future human-social process of the human construction of a higher form of human society,
founded upon a higher principle than that of capital-profitability at any human/social cost, albeit a higher
principle that still «a
aufheben»-“ccontains” and ‘‘‘«a
aufheben»-cconstrains’’’ the capital principle; presages the
‘sself-cconversion’ of present, capital-ccentered society into a new, higher social state and form, based
upon a new, higher social relation of production vis-à-vis “tthe capital-rrelation” [Marx].
We envision this future human-social process/movement as a societal ‘m
metafinite singularity’, a ‘social
relations-[of-production] reevolution’, self-propelling human society beyond its present, ‘«K
Kapital»-ist’
stage/form; an immanent, internal, ‘socio-ontologically revolutionary’, new human-ssocial-o
ontology-ccreating,
dialectical, i.e., «a
aufheben», ‘‘‘iinternal-o
opposition / self-o
opposition’’’ and [“d
determinate”, not “a
abstract”,
i.e., not abolitionist] ‘‘‘S
SELF-n
negation’’’, and practical critique, of the objective contents of the «K
Kapitals»
aufheben» ‘‘‘sself-n
negation’’’ of «K
Kapital(ss)» connotes, e.g., the rising-up, within total capital,
category. This «a
of “variable capital” [Marx], ‘d
dialectically self-n
negating’, or ‘sself-«a
aufheben» self-n
negating’, both itself as
capital, and the rest of total capital as capital, including “constant capital” [Marx], including “fixed capital”,
qua» capital.
thus freeing all of these forms of capital from their [former] determinations/limitations «q
Recorded formulations by Marx which resonate with the interpretations stated above include the following -• Marx’s classic prediction, at the close of Capital, volume I [Part VIII, Chapter XXXII.] of the historical
‘‘‘karma’’’, or ‘self-reflu
uxive fate’, of the «K
Kapital(ss)»-immanent expropriation operation; his prediction
that this core capitalist operation of “eexpropriation”, applied, not only in the initial process of the
“p
primitive accumulation” of capital, but also all along, ever since, immanently, e.g., by [e.g., larger]
«K
Kapitals» themselves, to [e.g., other, smaller] «K
Kapitals» themselves, and applied, by all those «K
Kapitals»,
as a whole, to the working class, in regard to the expropriation of the workers’ surplus labor, would, in the
end, come ‘round to apply to «K
Kapital» itself, as a whole; would come to be applied by «K
Kapital » as a
whole [i.e., including “variable capital”], to «K
Kapital» as a whole, culminating in an ‘eexpropriation [a
determinate self-n
negation] of capitalist expropriation itself’, in which “T
The expropriators are
expropriated.” [Marx] -- “in the former case, we had the expropriation of the mass of the people by a few
usurpers; in the latter, we have the expropriation of a few usurpers by the mass of the people” [Marx].
• Marx’s formulation, in the «Grundrisse», of the ultimate “sself-d
destruction” of the «K
Kapital(ss)»-system, i.e.,
the destruction OF the «K
Kapital(ss)»-ssystem, BY the «K
Kapital(ss)»-ssystem itself, owing to the essential
tendency of that system to continually increase the ‘sself-rreproductive force’ of humanity, and to explode
any barriers that it encounters to such increase, including ITSELF once it becomes such a barrier, thus
“bursting asunder” the capital-r
relation itself, the capital social relation of production itself, as predominant
‘determinor’/determinant/determination of modern human society, once the capital-r
relation itself becomes
the primary remaining fetter upon / barrier to, the further ‘qualo-quantitative’ growth of the human forces of
production, to the growth of the ‘sself-rreproductive self-fforce’ of human society, that is, to the growth of the
‘sself-p
productivity’ of humanity/of human ‘socio-mass’ as the prime metric of human species’ ‘‘‘fitness’’’ in
the ‘m
meta-D
Darwinian’ sense: “Capital has pushed beyond national boundaries and prejudices, beyond the
deification of nature and the inherited, self-sufficient satisfaction of existing needs confined within well-defined
bounds, and the reproduction of the traditional way of life. It is destructive of all this, and permanently revolutionary,
tearing down all obstacles that impede the development of productive forces, the expansion of needs, the diversity of
production and the exploitation and exchange of natural and intellectual forces. But because capital sets up any such
boundary as a limitation and is thus ideally over and beyond it, it does not in any way follow that it has really
surmounted it, and since any such limitation contradicts its vocation, capitalist production moves in contradictions
which are constantly overcome, only to be, again, constantly re-established. Still more so. The universality towards
which it is perpetually driving finds limitations in its own nature, which at a certain stage of its development will
make it appear as itself the greatest barrier to this tendency, leading thus to its own self-d
destruction.”

[David McLellan, The Grundrisse, Karl Marx, Harper & Row [NY: 1971], pp. 94-995, emphases added].
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The following image summarizes this progress from prehistory [Marx], to human history proper, as we see it --
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Question: How might one construct another “purely”-qualitative, “purely-ontological”, ‘‘‘simple’’’ ‘ccategorial
progression dialectical-m
mathematical meta-m
model’ of the [table of] contents of Marx’s «Das Kapital», using
the very same ‘d
dialectical «ccharacteristica universalis» algebra’ that was used above, but this time also a
‘m
meta-m
model’ encompassing more of the ‘‘‘value-form(s)’’’/‘‘‘forms of exchange-value’’’/‘‘‘circulationforms’’’ content of that treatise?
Our Response: Such a construction requires a ‘‘‘deeper’’’ «a
arché» category, or starting category, than the
category of “C
Commodities”, KC. That deeper «a
arché» category might be KE, connoting the category that Marx
named “The Elementary or Accidental Form of Value” [Capital, Volume I, Part I, Chapter I., Section 3. A.]. To construct a
produktionsprocess» categorial content of Capital, requires an «a
arché»
model encompassing also the direct «p
category situated ‘‘‘deeper’’’ still in the historical layering within modern social objects, i.e., within modern
objective repositories of capital-value. That deeper «a
arché» category might be KU, connoting the Marxian
category of “U
Use-Value” [Capital, Volume I, Part I, Chapter I., Section 1.], the “U
Use-Value” historical and systematic core of
Capital]. Each modern commodity
the Value of modern, contemporary, capitalist, ‘‘‘pricééd’’’ Commodity[-C
duality’ of -constitutes/is constituted by/as, a dialectical unity, harboring the ‘dynamizing intra-d
‘Use-Value # Exchange-Value’. Marx may have ruled out using “Use-Value” directly as the explicit
‘‘‘deepest’’’ «a
arché» category for/of his treatise on capitalism, because that treatise was to be limited to an
immanent critique of classical, use-value-eliding, “political economy”. Thus, the scope of Marx’s treatise was
to coincide with that of the capitalist-ideology-compromised science of classical bourgeois political economy,
except for special boundary topics, where bourgeois society immanently “p
points beyond itself”, to a potential
future state of society, to a future-historical mode of production. Shedding that self-imposed constraint of
Marx’s theorization in Capital, one might go ‘‘‘deeper’’’ still for an «a
arché» category, all the way down to the
pre-human/extra-human Nature ultimate core content of every human product, of every “U
Use-Value”, of every
contemporary commodity. We denote that ultimate «a
arché» category by KA, connoting direct Appropriations,
by humans, in raw/unrefined form, of Nature’s ‘exo-human’ ‘product[ion]s’; of the products of ‘‘‘extra-human
Nature’’’, which, in the synchronic, systematic, contemporary, capitalist context, means the “raw materials”
Kapital»-ized’] agriculture’’’, & other “extractive industries”.
mining industries [e.g., gold], ‘‘‘industrialized [‘«K
These 3 ‘deeper «a
arché»’ dialectical-m
mathematical meta-m
models of «Das Kapital» can be summed-up as:

K

K

K

sK

sK

sK

=
=
=

KE

KU

KA

s
2 K

s
2 K

s
2 K

=
=
=

s
2 K
K

;

E
s
2 K

K

;

U
s
2 K

K

.

A

All three meta-m
models are being explored in our ongoing research, published, and, so far, unpublished, alike.
The first two diagrams below illustrate the diachronic, historical dialectic -- ‘“the past that hides behind, and
that also hides within”’ [cf. Marx, «Grundrisse», ibid., p. 461], the capitalist present, the present “state of society” [Marx]
that the synchronic, systematic dialectic of our ‘m
meta-eequation meta-m
model’ --

K

sK

=

KC

s
2 K

=
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-- is meant to encode, at least for the forms of the ‘«ccirkulationsprocess de Kapitals» of present times:
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The third diagram, below, represents the ‘‘‘constitution’’’ of the contemporary capitalist commodity as a
‘‘‘laminar’’’ ‘content-structure’, which is both systematic and historical, both synchronic and diachronic, and
which illuminates the interconnexion of 2 of the 3 alternative, ‘‘‘deeper’’’ «a
arché» options just discussed -namely, KU, and KA -- to the «a
arché» option whose ‘ccategorial progeny’ were actually elaborated herein, KC:

The fourth diagram, below, depicts the opening triad of the categorial progression for the KE «a
arché» --
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Regardless of which of these «a
arché» options is selected, the resulting ‘d
dialectical meta-m
model meta-eequation’
converges, and culminates, in a category of the same connotation, K KK. The interpretation of that connotation
that has led, for us, to the greatest insights into the possible nature/character of a progress-embodying successor
system to capitalism, was this one: that K KK connotes a ‘«K
Kapital» of «K
Kapitals»’ category, a category of
trans-«K
Kapital» units of “n
nonlinear”, higher [in this case, of 2nd] degree [

K

K

2

K

K

1

=

K

KK],

a category of ‘m
meta-«K
Kapital»’ units, each one made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of “linear”, “ffirst
degree”, “mere” «K
Kapital» units. That is, K KK connotes a ‘‘‘manifold’’’ of such ‘m
meta-«K
Kapital »’ units, each
one «a
aufheben»-ccontained/cconstrained/n
negated/cconserved/eelevated by a higher human-ssocial organizational
principle than the stockholder-eequity principle of profit “m
maximization” no matter how ‘‘‘m
maximal’’’ the
resulting degree of human, social loss, i.e., such that each ‘‘‘individual «K
Kapital»’’’ unit is «a
aufheben»negated, by being «a
aufheben»-cconstrained/contained/conserved, by being «a
aufheben»-eelevated, by a higher,
democratic social-reproductive principle, and relation, of human societal selfsupervening, political-eeconomic-d
reproduction. It was this interpretation that ‘insighted’, in us, the «a
arché» Human Rights concept, and higher
institutional infrastructure concept, of that ‘G
Generalized Equity’ social relation of production category -- the
arché» categorial principle of the dialectic of ‘P
Political-E
Economic Democracy’ -- that we have named
«a
‘C
Citizen Externality Equity’.
Note: The office of category-names like K

and K

K

X

ZZ

K

CC

MM

-- of terms exhibiting the general, algebraic form

-- in our ‘dialectical-algebraic’ renditions of ‘‘‘systematic-dialectical’’’, ‘‘‘dialectical method of

presentation’’’ expositions [see Marx, «Grundrisse», ibid., Introduction, p. 100ff.], is to lift the attention(s) of the presenter, and
of the presentee(s), alike, up into the next ‘“higher”’ [in the sense of «Grundrisse», ibid., Introduction, (3) The Method of Political
contemporaneous, & objectively, empirically
Economy, p. 101] ‘self-hybrid’ category that is already present/c
instantiated within, the “slice”, or ‘‘‘synchronic cross-section’’’, of history being presented systematically [n
not
chronologically]; the ‘self-hybrid’ category next in the ‘systematic[-dialectical] order’, after
≡ Z. I.e.,
X

the office of category-symbols of the form

X

ZZ

Z

X

is to refocus attention(s) on the next more inclusive, next more

‘‘‘determinate’’’, next more ‘determinations-rich’, next more ‘‘‘complex’’’, next more ‘‘‘[thought-]concrete’’’
=
, are
‘self-hybrid’ category. Thus, the units of contemporary-ccosmos category molecules, m ≡
∀
∀ m
∀ aa
each made up out of a [usually] heterogeneous multiplicity of [former] units of the ‘cosmo-ontological’
category of atoms, a ≡
=
, and the units of the contemporary phonetic Writing category of words,
∀
∀ a
∀ ss
=W
, are each made up of a [usually] heterogeneous multiplicity of the phonetic characters
Ww ≡ W
w
ll
units of the letters category, W l ≡ W . This ‘m
meta-u
unit-iization’ meaning of the general ‘‘‘systematicl
dialectic’’’ category-form
represents the ubiquitous, typical, concrete [though not universal]
X

ZZ

interpretability of the core-d
dialectical [sself-]«a
aufheben»-operation, unifying all three of its ‘‘‘moments’’’ of
[sself-]ccancellation, [ self-]eelevation, and [sself-]cconservation -1
X

X

Z

1
X

Z

X

ZZ

1
X

Z

X

Z

=

X

Z

=

2
X

Z

1
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Let us now return, helically, to the beginning of our ‘d
dialectical models’ discourse herein, to the first three of
psycho]h
historical-d
dialectical meta-eequation meta-m
models’, only adumbrated, above, so far.
the key, core four ‘[p
Perhaps now, after the foregoing reading experience, & after the foregoing, remembered ‘thought-experiences’
as well, you may feel ready to ‘‘‘solve’’’, for yourself, some of the ‘progressive succession’ of category-terms
meta-m
models’, terms which we have ‘‘‘named’’’/symbolized mnemonically, below, given our
of these three ‘m
take on their ‘‘‘solutions’’’, and after ‘self-iterating’ them out to their 16th category-terms, i.e., out to their
(24)th category symbols. In all three cases, these 16-fold expansions cover only the ontological-categorial
reconstruction of the past histories of the domains in question, not yet even ‘state-ments’ of our present
pre-construction’/p
prediction of their future states.
‘categorial, ontological state’ for each domain, let alone any ‘p
Perhaps you can even, by now, discover new dialectical reconstructions, and predictions, of your own, including
by identifying another [sub-]domain, x, one other than those which we have addressed herein, and, next, by
determining the appropriate «a
arché» category, or starting category, xα, for that domain. Thereafter, you could
proceed step-wise, ‘‘‘self-iterating’’’ the resulting equation’s RHS, ‘initially-u
unknown-category-symbolsτ
2 x

generator’, xα
, ‘‘‘solving’’’ for the meaning of each new category-symbol-“u
unknown” so generated,
in a systematic, symbol-by-symbol, epoch-by-epoch fashion. Perhaps, in this way, you can already contribute
something new to the already-burgeoning ‘ccumulum’ of dialectical science hypotheses accumulated so far.
‘‘‘Solution’’’ of the first three, key, core ‘d
dialectical equations’ that we have presented herein -- that is, the
decisions as to the best deciphering of meaning for each of their ‘post-«a
arché»’, initially ‘‘‘algebraic’’’/unknown’’’ category-symbolizing terms, generated by the RHS ‘self-iteration’ of the «a
arché», or ‘u
ultimate
‘‘‘u
ancestor category’, of each equation -- proceeds, intuitively, heuristically, and recursively, based upon the
solver’s personal experiential knowledge of the given [sub-]totality, x, being thereby reconstructed historically.
We start by, first, ‘‘‘solving for’’’ the meaning of the 2nd category-symbol/term in the

α
x

1
2

-generated,

epoch 1 categorial progression / ‘p
poly-q
qualinomial’ / ‘categorial cumulum’ of each ‘d
dialectical equation’,
namely, the term, x
, given the known/‘pre-stipulated’ meaning, already assigned to the first term,
αα
representing the «αrché» category, xα ≡ x

itself. Suppose we solved as follows: x
= x
≡ xβ.
α
αα
β
Then we continue by, next, ‘‘‘solving for’’’ the meaning of the next two terms, the two additional, new terms,
the third and fourth category-symbols/terms, namely, x

and x

, this time in the

α
x

2
2

-generated,
βα
ββ
epoch 2 categorial progression of each ‘d
dialectical equation’, given the known meanings, already determined,
for the first and the second terms, of each of these ‘m
meta-g
genealogies’ of their respective domains.
We then continue for the next epoch, epoch 3, by ‘‘‘solving for’’’ the meaning of the next four terms, the four
additional, new terms, the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth category-symbols/terms, which, if we have solved

≡ xγ, will be named, x

3
2

,x
,x
, and x
, this time in the xα
-generated,
x
x
ββ
γ
γα
γβ
γβα
γγ
categorial progression of each ‘d
dialectical equation’, given the known meanings, already determined, for the
first, second, third and fourth terms. And so on, ‘‘‘recursively’’’, by ‘consecutively escalating’ [‘↑
↑’] the value

=

of τx in

α

x

τ ↑
2 x

.
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Our results, via this procedure, carried out through epochs 4 for these 3, core ‘d
dialectical meta-eequations’, are:

(§1.) For the Natural History of Nature as Totality, for the ‘‘‘D
Dialectic of Nature’’’ as the totality [‘∀’] --

〉-|-〈4
∀
n

s
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∀
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∀
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m

∀

asn

∀

∀

mn

ms

∀

msn

p

∀

masn

-- wherein a connotes the ‘cosmo-ontological’, ‘physi[c]o-ontological’ category of multi-s
sub-atomic∀

“particle” atoms, m of multi-a
atom molecules, and p of ‘a
anuclear’, or ‘‘‘n
non-nucleated’’’, ‘p
pre-e
eukaryotic’,
∀

∀

or “p
prokaryotic”, multi-[macro-]m
molecular “lliving cells” [e.g., [archeo-]b
bacteria];

(§2.)) For the history, and for the ‘‘‘[ppsycho]h
historical dialectic’’’, of ‘‘‘human-social form
mation(s)’’’ --
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-- wherein mv connotes the human ‘socio-ontological’, ‘‘‘social form
mations’’’ category of -- the primeval -[initially] ‘multi-c
camp’ villages, mf of multi-v
village chieffdoms, and ms of originally multi-chieffdom-alliance
states, and;
city-s

(§3.) For the history, & the ‘‘‘[ppsycho]h
historical dialectic’’’, of ‘‘‘h
human-social relations of production’’’ --

〉-|-〈4
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r
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-- wherein rC connotes the human ‘socio-ontological’, social relations of production category of [initially]
bartered Commodities, rM of Monies, & rK of Kapital [originally, ‘‘‘sphere-of-ccirculation’’’-confined,
“antediluvian” [Marx], mercantile capital and usurers’ capital, except for some ancient -- and some modern
[e.g., pre-Civil-War U.S.A., Southeastern states] -- chattel-sslaves-worked rural plantations/«llatifundia», as
agricultural-p
production, agriculturally-p
productive capital, but not yet as urban/‘industrial-goods’-productive
capital].
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Note: A ‘d
dialectical meta-eequation meta-m
model’, one formulated in the language of our first, ‘d
dialectical
«ccharacteristica universalis» algebra’, constitutes, in many ways, an heuristic, intensional [connotational],
intuitional, categorial analogue of the Lagrange Equations of the second kind in modern physics. As with the
‘«g
gene»-ric’ Lagrange Equations of second kind, some of whose “generalized coordinates” may prove
to be un-needed terms -- “iinoperative terms” -- for a given, ‘«sspeci»-fic’, application thereof, i.e., for a
‘«sspeci»-fic’ [sub-]domain of physics, so too may some of the possible category-terms of the ‘«g
gene»-ric’ NQ
[self-]expansion,

h

, prove to be “inoperative” for a ‘«sspeci »-fic’,

〉-|-〈τ

X

X↑

or
X

s
X

application

X

thereof [yet, often, in our experience, every ‘«ggene»-ric’ term turns out to be ‘«sspeci»-fically’ meaningful, to a high value of τx].
arché», for each of the three «a
arché» -- n,
One can, of course, go further with these ‘self-iterations’ of the «a
∀

mb,

and rA -- expanded above. One can even continue such ‘self-iterations’, via consecutively escalating the

τx value in each case -- τ∀, τm, or τr, respectively, for the above ‘ddialectical equations’ -- beyond categorial
reconstruction of the past-tto-p
present of each given domain -- here ∀, m, or r -- and on into the predictive

‘p
pre-construction’ of symbolic representations of potential future ontology/o
ontological categories, not
presently extant/existent/instantiated. That is, one can ‘self-iterate’ each such equation until one reaches, in
each domain -- perhaps, for each domain, for a different value of τx -- ‘ccumula’ of category-symbols that one
recognizes as representing -- except for their final category-terms -- the historical present for each domain, the
contemporary historical status of each domain, or system, x, as categorially expressed: the contemporary
stage of its categorial ontology and of its ‘meta-genealogy’.
Those final category-terms will then represent ontological-categorial, dialectical ‘‘‘p
predictions’’’ as to the
future ontology to be expected, per hypothesis, for/in these domains.
At this juncture, one can try to proceed as before -- ‘‘‘solving’’’ for the meaning of the final, ‘‘‘ffuturistic’’’,
terms just as one had for the earlier, past-rreconstructive, and ‘p
presentative’ terms -- i.e., based upon, relative to,
and in continuation of, one’s solution for each of the immediately-p
preceding terms, in each case, i.e., in the
context of, and consistent/coherent with, the meanings determined for all of those previously-ssolved terms.
However, one does so, for the final terms, in a way which reaches beyond one’s possible empirical knowledge
and experience of the domain/totality in question up to the present.
One therefore must, for these final unknown terms, marshal, integrate, and extrapolate the meanings of the
already known terms, to see what they ‘‘‘seed’’’, to evoke what they entail, to infer what they impend,
regarding the next ‘‘‘cchapter’’’ of the categorial ontology; regarding the next generation of the ‘ontologicalcategorial meta-genealogy’ -- the ‘meta-lineage’ -- for the domain regarding which these final terms arise.
Nor need these so-called ‘‘‘ffinal’’’ terms be absolutely final.
One can ‘self-iterate’ these equations further, for even higher values of τx than the value that produced these
‘‘‘ffinal, first-ffuture terms’’’.
However, one’s capability to extrapolate one’s experience more than one epoch beyond the present epoch is,
quite often, insufficient to enable one to derive ‘‘‘solutions’’’ as to the plausible meanings of those additional
‘‘‘ffuturistic’’’ terms, so that such exercises may often be felt to be “in vain”. But not always so.
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For the 3 ‘m
meta-eequations’ ‘self-iterated’ to their epochs 4, above, the ‘‘‘ffinal epochs’’’ & ‘‘‘ffinal terms’’’ are --

(§1.) For domain x = ∀, that ‘‘‘ffinal’’’ τ∀ value is τ∀ = 9, and epoch 9’s ‘‘‘ffinal term’’’,

∀

, may
hh

encode, and thus reveal, our cosmological future;
(§2.) For domain x = m, that ‘‘‘ffinal’’’ τm value is τm = 7, and epoch 7’s ‘‘‘ffinal term’’’, m
that the term m

, given
nn
connotes the ‘‘‘n
nation-state’’’ social form
mation, may ‘pre-construct’, symbolically,

n
humanity’s social form
mation(s) future;
(§3.)) For domain x = r, that ‘‘‘ffinal’’’ τr value is τr = 5, and epoch 5’s ‘‘‘ffinal term’’’, r
r

, given that
KK
connotes the «K
Kapital» social relation of production category, may ‘pre-construct’, symbolically, the next

K
to be predominant social relation of production in our -- in humanity’s -- future, if we can learn to ‘‘‘solve
for’’’ the meaning of this symbol, in advance of the actualization that it heralds.

‘Co-consideration’ of the 4 ‘h
historical-d
dialectical meta-eequation meta-m
models’ described herein, and of the
‘extra-equational’ convergence among possible meanings of the most imminent potentially ‘pre-constructive’
terms of the first 3 -, m
,&r
-- has catalyzed within us a progression of initially-startling,
∀ hh
nn
KK
breath-taking, world-shaking insights, not only into the past and present mysteries of humanity/social science,
but also, we believe, into Terran humanity’s possible and likely futures as well. We fervently hope that your
perusal of, and your gleanings from, the foregoing discourse, will afford you at least some share of these
insights, to the extent that you have not already arrived at their like, independently, by way of different ways -so valuable are these insights, to our lights. We locate our work as a recent increment to the long-advancing
human legacy of advances in the symbolic tools, & ‘extent-tions’, of human thought. As the first work on the
first ‘d
dialectical algebraic logic’, on the first ‘a
algebra of dialectical logic’, and as the inaugurating chapter of
‘tthe mathematics of dialectics’, this work immanently critiques, and ‘‘‘a
antithetically’’’ and ‘‘‘ssynthetically’’’
supplements, a grand historical progression of landmarks in human cognitive advance. These signal advances
in “universal labor” [Marx] range from the Pythagoreans’ circa 500 BCE table of categorial opposites, to the
circa 475 BCE surviving fragments from Heraclitus, to Zeno’s circa 430 BCE method of proof by
contradiction, and to the Socratean circa 400 BCE «eelenchus» dialogic method, to Plato’s circa 348 BCE
dialectical dialogues, and to his, largely lost, «a
arithmoi eidetikoi» doctrine of dialectics, to Aristotle’s circa
322 BCE Organon, including the Categories and the Topics, to Diophantus’s circa 250 CE ‘proto-algebraic’
text, the «Arithmetica», to Leibniz’s 1666+ CE Dissertation On The Art of Combinations, and his logic and
method of fluxions” ms., and his 1687 CE
«ccharacteristica universalis» ms., to Newton’s circa 1666 CE “m
«...Principia Mathematica», to Hegel’s 1812 CE Science of Logic, to Boole’s 1847 CE The Mathematical
Analysis of Logic, and his 1854 CE ...Laws of Thought..., to Marx’s circa 1857 CE, «Grundrisse»-opening,
methodological “IIntroduction to the Critique of Political Economy”, to Frege’s 1879 CE «Begriffsschrift»
[‘‘‘Concept-script’’’], to Engel’s circa 1882 CE Dialectics of Nature ms., and his 1885 CE Anti-Duhring, to
Peano’s 1889 CE The Principles of Arithmetic, Presented by a New Method, to Robert Grassmann’s 1891
CE «Logik u. Formenlehre», to Russell’s and Whitehead’s 1913 CE «Principia Mathematica», to Gödel’s
1931 CE “On formally undecidable propositions of Principia mathematica...”, to the holon theory of
Koestler’s 1967 CE The Ghost in the Machine, to Bohm’s 1980 CE Wholeness and the Implicate Order,... .
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The ‘‘‘cchronological’’’ listing above may seem to involve two radically-separate, and also radically-disparate,
mutually-contending historical threads of ‘ideo-meta-genealogy’, or of ‘ideo-meta-lineage’, within the ‘h
human
Phenome’. We see in it, on the contrary, a recurring, continuing, ‘tthesis/ccontra-tthesis’ historical dialogue
within a single thread of legacy, a single, alternating ‘ideo-meta-lineage’, but one with counterpoint: glimpses
of «d
dialektikê», vis-a
a-vvis «d
dianoia»; glimpses of «vvernunft », vis-a
a-vvis «vverstand» -- glimpses of a «vvernunft»
and of a «d
dialektikê» that cannot be, fully, founded, and grounded, we hold, until humanity ‘self-transitions’ to
the successor system of capitalism.
It is our hope, and our intent, that our addition to this legacy will do its part in catalyzing the greater advances
that are still to come.
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